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The recent contributions of several investigators has
indicated the Portland basin may be a pull-apart structure
associated with wrench tectonism.

Because of the large

density contrast between sedimentary and volcanic units and
because of their reasonably uniform and continuous nature,
gravity survey methods can be used to identify covered
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structures with considerable success.

The study utilized

gravity modeling techniques to investigate the structure
and genesis of the Portland basin's eastern margin.
Two gravity surveys were completed across pronounced
lineaments which form an apparent eastern boundary for the
basin.

In all, 175 stations were measured, bimodally

distributed in regional control and detailed area sections
in

the 9.47 km Fourth Plains and 11.43 km Interstate

gravity lines.

These values were reduced by standard

methods to yield a Free Air gravity anomaly value used in
the computer modeling process.

The Bouguer gravity was not

used since strata normally removed by the Bouguer
correction were required for proper interpretation.
Both gravity lines revealed the existence of negative
anomalies ranging in magnitude from 1 to 6 mgals, being
areally consistent with the locations where the lines
crossed lineaments.
Computer modeling indicated these anomalies were
produced by strongly prismatic bodies occurring in the near
surface section.

Some were small enough to be nearly

undetectable given survey resolution while others attained
cross-sections measuring nearly 3 krrf .
Folding, faulting and erosion were investigated as
reasonable generative processes for these bodies.

Based on

the synthesis of modeling and the known geologic history of
the region, faulting is preferred.

The study defines the
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Lackamas Creek and Sandy River faults.

Each can be

characterized as an extensive linear zone of locally normal
and/or graben like failure where normal displacements
approach 300 m.

These structures combine to form a region

nearly 50 km in length, trending N 40-45 W, effectively
paralleling the Portland Hills complex which bounds the
basin to the west.
A dextral stepover, characteristic of dextral strikeslip failures and a resulting concentration of extensional
deformation is delineated in the region of the Interstate
line.

Dextral movement is suggested by this incipient

pull-apart, the stepover itself and the overall geometry of
the faults.
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY
The Portland Basin is a northwest trending synclinal
structure forming the northernmost extent of the Willamette
Valley (Beeson and others, 1976).

At present the basin can

be generally described by two units: a basement composed of
Eocene and Miocene volcanics and overlying mid-Miocene &
Pliocene to Recent sediments.

Regional tectonic

deformation of this basement allowed and controlled the
deposition of later units (Trimble, 1963).

Overlying

sediments fail to reflect structural elements which occur
within the basement rendering surface methods of geologic
investigation ineffective in revealing the type and extent
of deformation.
This study proposes to define the structural
relationships of the northeastern margin of the Portland
Basin using gravity surveys.

Of particular interest are

two major lineaments which in this study will be called the
Lackamas Creek (LCL) and Sandy River (SRL) lineaments.
Gravity surveys are an ideal investigative tool since
preliminary geologic and topographic analysis suggests that
units with density contrasts as high as 0.5 g/cm 3 could be
in juxtaposition.

A contrast of this magnitude, if

sufficiently close to the surface would produce an
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excellent anomaly.
The integration of these new data with past studies
should provide a better understanding of the tectonic
history of the Portland Basin and its resultant structure,
especially concerning the proposal of Beeson (1985) on its
pull-apart genesis and the possible presence of Hammonds
(1971) Yamhill - Bonneville lineament.

LOCATION AND EXTENT OF GRAVITY SURVEYS
The study area encompasses nearly 600

k~

which is

divided roughly in half between the eastern portions of
Multnomah County, Oregon and Clark County, Washington.
Figure 1 defines the study area boundaries and locates both
the above mentioned lineaments and gravity lines.
Two gravity lines herein named the Fourth Plains Line
and the Interstate Line are the basis for this study.

The

placement of gravity lines at the onset of a study is
crucial.

This requires some preliminary knowlege of the

geology thereby allowing the researcher to mold his gravity
lines to maximize the yield of quality data within the
confines of ones resources.

While an ideal study would

allow positive characterization of all structures with a
minimum of gravity stations, in reality considerable chance
is involved.

The placement of the Fourth Plains and

Interstate lines was based on the following general
criteria 1) availability of existing geologic data for
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control purposes, 2) proximity to one or both lineaments to
maximize the relevence of the data and 3) ease of access to
make efficient use of limited time and manpower resources.
The Fourth Plains line begins near Sifton, Washington
in Section 10, Township 2 North, Range 2 East and extends
9.47 km northeast into Cascade Mountian foothills at the
common corner of Sections 28, 29, 32 and 33, Township 3
North, Range 3 East.

The line contains 69 gravity stations

surveyed and measured during the fall and winter of 198384.

This line was designed to give coverage of the

northern extension of the Lackamas Creek lineament.
The Interstate line extends from Fairview, Oregon in
Section 27, Township 1 North, Range 3 East for 11.43 km
along Interstate 84 to the vicinity of Corbett Station,
Oregon in Section 26, Township 1 North, Range 4 East.

The

line contains 106 surveyed and measured gravity stations
collected during the fall and winter 1983-84 season.

This

line had the twofold purpose of crossing the northern
extent of the Sandy River lineament and the southern
extension of the Lackamas Creek lineament.

PREVIOUS WORK
The geology of the Portland Basin and its bordering
areas have been mapped by Treasher (1942) and Trimble
(1963).

A Preliminary Tectonic Map of the Greater Portland

Area resulted from the research of Benson and Donovan
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(1974).

Studies performed by Beeson and others (1976)

indicated that the basin's western margin was faulted,
thereby defining the Portland Hills Fault.

This

theorization was based on the interpretation of the
margin's morphology and certain features of gravity surveys
completed across it.

Movement was believed to be primarily

dextral in nature with a secondary normal component down to
the east.

Further support for the existence of the fault

was provided by Anderson (1978) who delineated a probable
southeastern extension into the Clackamas River drainage
where sub-horizontal slickensides and apparent large
dextral offsets were found.

Gravity, refraction and

magnetic techniques were employed by Hass (1982) to
identify a probable continuation of the feature to the
northwest near St. Helens, Oregon.

Further disscussion and

evidence of the fault and its dextral nature are contained
in Tolan and Beeson (1984) and Tolan and others (1984).
This study, in agreement with the prominent theory as
outlined by these studies, considers the Portland Hills
Fault a dextral failure and utilizes this as a premise for
furthur interpretation.

East - west gravity surveys across

the basin have helped to establish stratigraphic
relationships (Perttu, 1980).
Regional investigations which provide a geologic
framework for the area include those of Diller (1896),
Snavely and Wagner (1963) and Newton (1969).

Groundwater
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resource surveys in the basin completed by Mundorf (1964),
Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965) and Hoffstetter (1982)
provide control of sediment distribution and thickness.
The Complete Bouguer Gravity Anomaly and Free Air
Anomaly Maps of Oregon prepared by Berg and Thiruvathukal
(1967) and the Complete Bouguer Gravity Anomaly Map of
Washington by Bonini, Hughes and Danes (1974) provided a
base gravity resource for this study.

Interpretation of

regional gravity by Bromery and Snavely (1964) and
Thiruvathukal and Berg (1970) helped establish reasonable
limits for regional gravity gradients and prospective
modeling depths.

GEOLOGY
STRATIGRAPHY
Introduction
Due to several contributing factors the geology of
the Portland Basin is only now becoming understood.

The

dominant geologic constraint is the widespread
distribution of Plio - Pleistocene sediments.

Much of the

basins' structure is in subjacent Eocene to Miocene
volcanics which are mostly concealed.

Figure 2 is a

generalized geologic map of the area showing the
ditribution of major units and their areal relationships to
faults, and lineaments.
Numerous shallow groundwater development wells and
two deep exploratory wells, the Richfield Oil Barbur #1
(Barbur well) 3nd the Texaco Inc. Cooper Mountain #1
(Cooper Mountain well) provide important subsurface
geologic data west of the study area.

One municipal well,

the Fairview well and three Oregon Department of Geology
and Mineral Industries heat flow wells (the Corbett Quarry,
Howard Canyon and Sandy River wells) provided local control
for the Interstate line.

The Fourth Plains line lacks deep

well control; but this was not considered critical because:
1) an analysis of topography, geologic contacts, structural
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trends and available well-based data show no major changes
in type, structure or number of units involved and 2) the
regional gravity trend is consistent for both lines
indicating no great change in structural style.
The following discussion of stratigraphy, structure
and tectonic history is an attempt to provide the reader
with a basic reference framework while remaining within the
scope of the thesis.

A treatment of the geology of the

Portland area can be found in Trimble (1963) and special
emphasis on basalt stratigraphy and structure are found in
Beeson and others (1976) and Perttu (1980).
Skamania Volcanic Series
The oldest exposed rocks in the study area are the
Eocene to Miocene altered basalts, basaltic andesite flows
and related pyroclastic units collectively called the
Skamania Volcanic Series by Felts (1939a, 1939b).
The Skamania series is exposed extensively in the
northern part of the study area where it forms Cascade
Mountain foothills near the eastern end of the North Plains
line.

There are also limited exposures to the south near

Boring, Oregon (Trimble, 1963).

Occurrences immediately

east of the southern study area are limmited to an exposure
just east of Crown Point (Tolan, 1982).

Beeson and Tolan

(1984) speculate that its upper surface acted as the
failure plane for a major landslide just east of the end of
the Interstate line.

The westward extent of this formation
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is poorly understood.

Trimble (1963) suggests the

Scappoose Formation is a marine equivalent of upper
Skamania series rocks.

The Goble Volcanic Series described

by Wilkinson (1946) may be correlative with lower Skamania
series strata (Trimble, 1963).

Goble volcanics have been

shown to interfinger with the Cowlitz - Nestucca Formation
(Snavely and Wagner, 1964).
The base of the Skamania is not exposed in the study
area and therefore its thickness can not be measured
directly, but it is probably in excess of two thousand
meters (Trimble, 1963).

Mapping by Trimble (1963)

indicates that the oldest strata to observably overlie the
Skamania series is the Troutdale Formation.

However, data

from the Fairview, Corbett Quarry and Howard Canyon wells
place the Columbia River basalt in superposition locally.
This relationship has been demonstrated in outcrop by Tolan
(1982) some distance east near Breidal Veil, Oregon.
Beck and Burr (1979) do not recognize a Skamania
Volcanic Series but rather include these rocks entirely
within the Goble volcanics;

Hammond (1982) considers them

to be part of the Ohanepecosh Formation and Newton (1969)
refers to volcanic rocks intercepted in the Barbur well as
Goble strata.

The terminology of Felts (1939a, 1939b) is

retained here, in continuity with previous gravity studies.
Since rocks below the Skamania series in the study area are
not known, this formation is considered the basal unit of
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detailed modeling.
Columbia River Basalt Group
Locally overlying the Skamania Volcanic Series are
tholeiitic basalt flows of the Columbia River Basalt Group.
These flows represent a portion of a total eruptive volume
estimated at 172,000 knf3

(Tolan and others, 1982).

After

originating in the Columbia River Plateau region, various
flows followed paths of an ancestral Columbia River west
into the Portland area and beyond (Tolan and Beeson, 1984).
Figure 3 shows the areal distribution of the Columbia River
basalt.

In the greater Portland area, trace element and

major oxide analysis has been used to discriminate between
several members of both the Grande Ronde and Wanapum
basalts of the Columbia River Basalt supergroup (Beeson and
others, 1976; Tolan and Beeson, 1984 and Beeson and others,
1985).
The Columbia River basalt has a limited exposure in
the study area, occurring near the eastern end of the
Interstate line in the cliffs along the southern shore of
the Columbia River and as a small exposure along the Sandy
River at the southern boundary of the study area (Trimble,
1963).

The Columbia River basalt is encountered in the

Fairview, Corbett Quarry and Howard Canyon wells, and in
several groundwater wells in the Portland basin.

Based on

these well data and extensive exposures in the Portland
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Hills, the Columbia River basalt is interpreted to underlie
the entire Portland Basin (Trimble, 1963; Beeson and
others, 1976 and Perttu, 1980). However, no exposures of
the Columbia River basalt are known in the study area north
of the Columbia River.

This is likely due to one or more

factors which may include:

1) erosion - locally several

members of the basalt are represented as intracanyon flows
and destruction of these paleo-channels by erosion has been
a major hinderence to tracing their paths westward (Beeson,
pers. comm., 1985), 2) pinchout - the present course of the
Columbia River through the Cascades approximates a
topographic transition zone which during the Miocene
divided a paleo-low in Oregon from an apparent paleo-high
in Washington causing exclusion of the basalt (Tolan and
Beeson, 1984) and 3) misidentification - it seems probable
that in the past some Columbia River basalts have been
confused with basalts of the Skamania volcanics and/or the
Boring lavas, particularly before the advent of modern
chemical identification methods.

The Columbia River basalt

attains an apparent maximum thickness within the basin of
310 m in the Cooper Mountain well.

Greater thicknesses are

found in the Columbia River Gorge but are due in part to
overthrusting (Anderson, 1980).
East of the Portland Basin the Columbia River basalt
is underlain by Skamania series strata (Tolan, 1982) but
within the basin itself Skamania rocks are largely replaced
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by undifferentiated Eocene to Oligocene sedimentary rocks
(Newton, 1969; Perttu, 1980).
The Columbia River basalt is unique in that it is the
only competent unit which demonstrates the shape and
structure of the basin in cross section (Trimble, 1963;
Beeson and others, 1976; Perttu, 1980), therefore making it
of primary importance to this study.
Post Columbia River Basalt Sedimentary Rocks
Overlying the Columbia River basalt are Mio-Pliocene
lacustrine deposits of the Sandy River Mudstone, the
deposition of which was controlled by a developing Portland
Basin (Trimble, 1963).

Previously included as part of the

Troutdale Formation, Trimble (1963) thought differences in
lithology and genesis significant enough to separate it
from younger strata.

The Sandy River Mudstone is best

exposed in the canyons of local rivers and streams,
especially that of the Sandy River for which it is named.
The maximum exposed thickness is 100 m in the valley of
Buck Creek, a tributary of the Sandy River, and the total
inferred thickness of approximately 230 m was suggested by
Trimble (1963) on the basis of water well data.

The Sandy

River Mudstone is restricted to deep portions of the
Portland Basin as evidenced by its absence from structural
highs both to the east and west.
The Sandy River Mudstone and Columbia River basalt
are overlain by Pliocene sandstones and conglomerates of
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the Troudale Formation.

The Troutdale Formation was

described by Hodge (1933) and was named for the excellent
exposures occurring in the cliffs above the Sandy River
near Troutdale, Oregon.

The formation consists of two

lithologically distinct facies (Figure 4).

The first is

characterized by conglomerates exhibiting foriegn clasts,
such as quartzite, schist and granite, for which there are
no local sources (Tolan and Beeson, 1984).

This facies

represents deposits of an ancestral Columbia River and is
confined to an area near the present river channel
(Trimble, 1963).

The second younger facies is

characterized by conglomerates composed of only locally
derived clasts and represents deposits of paleo-Cascade
streams which drained into the Willamette Valley (Baldwin,
1981).
The Troutdale is exposed extensively throughout the
eastern half of the Portland basin.

In the study area it

forms Cascade Mountain foothills in the north and cliffs
above the Sandy and Columbia Rivers to the south.

Both the

North Plains and Interstate lines either traverse or skirt
exposures of this formation.
Boring Lava
Over the period from 10 m.y.b.p. to 1 m.y.b.p.
(Trimble, 1963) Boring lavas and pyroclastics were produced
from 90 known vents in the Portland area (Allen, 1975).
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The

Pliocene to Pleistocene Boring lavas are commonly high

alumina, light gray, olivine basalt with a pilotaxitic to
diktytaxitic texture (Trimble, 1963; Tolan and Beeson,
1984).

The basalts were named by Treasher (1942) for a

concentration of 20 vents near the community of Boring,
Oregon.
Morphologically the Boring Lavas are represented by
cinder cones and shield volcanoes, producing buttes and
high lava plains respectively (Allen, 1975).

The Boring

lava primarily overlies the Troutdale Formation and to a
minor local extent, younger Pleistocene sediments
(Trimble,1963).
Unlike the Columbia River Basalt flows which traveled
more than 100 km to reach the Portland area, the Boring
lavas were erupted locally, possibly along structural zones
of weakness (Beeson and others, 1976).

The existence of a

magma chamber which could possibly supply one or more
eruptive centers was suggested by Perttu (1980) in an
attempt to explain an elongated gravity high beneath the
Portland Basin.

The existence of such a chamber or

chambers seems possible, however, this hypothesis has not
been proved nor has any relationship between structural
trends and the distribution of vents been demonstrated.
Pleistocene To Recent Sediments
Several Pleistocene sedimentary formations have been
described by Trimble (1963), including the Walter's Hill,
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Springwater, Gresham and Estacada Formations.

The

occurrence of these units in extent and volume within the
study area is minor.

Consequently these formations will

not be described and delineated here but will be considered
part of older more voluminous units.

STRUCTURE AND TECTONICS
In light of the incomplete nature of current
knowledge, a rather conservative depiction of structure and
tectonics is presented here.
In early Eocene time a subduction zone existed just
west of the present Cascade Range (Atwater, 1970).

The

Siletz River and Tillamook Volcanic Series moved toward
this trench as oceanic tholeiites of the paleo-Farallon
Plate (Snavely and others, 1968; Drake, 1982).
During middle to late Eocene time a fore-arc basin
was formed which received turbidites of the Flournoy and
Tyee Formations (Drake, 1982).

The development of this

basin presumes the existence of an outer high or arc.

It

is the genesis of this arc which remains unclear, yet is
crucial to proper interpretation.

Some have suggested

jamming of the subduction zone by seamounts (Perttu, 1976)
or an aseismic ridge (Simpson and Cox, 1977) with a
subsequent shift of the subduction zone to a position west
of the present coast.

Such a scenario could begin forming
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a fore-arc basin simply from the relief of the trench
jamming feature.

Subsequent underthrusting would then have

accomplished uplift of the Coast Range by late Oligocene
time.

Drake (1982) sites this imbricate underthrusting as

the generative process for the outer arc.

The point of

contention seems to be whether the Siletz - Tillamook
volcanic pile represents material which has been sheared
from the surface of a subducting plate or, alternatively,
that it remains attached to tholeiitic material at depth.
The former concept does not require a shifting subduction
zone but rather very shallow subduction which produced the
outer arc through shearing (Siletz - Tillamook volcanic
pile) and imbricate underthrusting.

The latter assumes the

Siletz - Tillamook volcanics were resilient enough to
resist shear, forcing the subducting plate to rupture
forming a new subduction zone to the west (the afore
mentioned shift) while leaving the volcanics attached to a
stranded micro-plate accreted to the continental margin.
In either case it seems probable that a significant degree
of subsequent underthrusting was responsible for the Coast
Range uplift (Snavely and others, 1968).
A further complication is the 50 to 70 degree
rotation of the Coast Range block from its Eocene magnetic
direction (Simpson and Cox, 1977). Rotation appears to have
been simultaneous with the deposition of formations within
the fore-arc basin as evidenced by a systematic decrease in
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the degree of rotation in younger units.

Drake (1982)

suggests rotation about a southern axis located at the
northern boundary of a stationary Klamath Mountain block.
Magill and Cox (1980) have demonstrated that the Cascade
Range has rotated with the Coast Range but maintain the
axis lies to the north in southwest Washington or northwest
Oregon.

They speculate that north of this region, smaller

blocks displaying varied degrees of rotation are
characteristic.

Beck and Burr (1979), for example have

shown the Skamania Volcanics have rotated independently of
the Coast - Cascade Range block.

Magill and Cox (1980)

point out that northwesterly movement of the Sierra Nevada
associated with basin and range extension is the likely
cause of Miocene to Recent north - south compression of the
Columbia Plateau.

This stress could be genetically related

to that which is responsible for the existence of large
scale northwest trending structures throughout Oregon.
This regional shear might be expressed in the present
structure of the Portland Hills Fault Zone.

Identified

faulting within the zone includes both right lateral shear
of 10 km and normal displacements, generally down to the
east, as great as 300 m (Beeson and others, 1976).
Anderson (1978) has found evidence of right lateral shear
in the Clackamas River drainage, on strike with the
Portland Hills structural trend.

Generation of the

Portland Hills Fault Zone and its related structures
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spanned Miocene time as evidenced by its strong influence
over the local occurrence of particular Columbia River
Basalt flows (Beeson and others, 1976; Tolan and Beeson,
1984).

Beeson and others (1985) envision the Portland

basin as a Miocene pull-apart basin genetically related to
the then active Portland Hills - Clackamas
structural zone,

River

DATA COLLECTION, REDUCTION AND CORRECTION
INTRODUCTION
Gravity methods involve the measurement of minute
changes in the relatively large gravitational field of the
earth.

These changes are due in part to density (and

therefore mass) variations within the asthenosphere and
lithosphere.

The basis for gravity work is the expression

for the force of gravitation given by Newton's law, from
Telford (1976)
F:

-o

m1 m2 11
~T/

where F is the force (dynes) on ~,
from

"1

to

"2,

(1)

91

is a unit vector

r is the distance between Il)_

and m and
2
gamma is the universal gravitational constant which has a
value of 6.67xlcJ8

dyne-cm' /gm'.

The gravitational acceleration g of m

2

at the earths'

surface can be found by the expression, from Telford (1976)

g=~=-~;~~
where "]_

becomes Me, the mass of the earth, r becomes Re,

the radius of the earth and\

extends from the earth's

center out along it's radius.
The value of g at the earth's surface is about 980

cm/se~

and the unit of gravitational acceleration, 1

(2)
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cm/sec2, is called the gal in honour of the early
investigator, Galileo.

Gravity meters (gravimeters)

measure variations of this acceleration as small as 10-S
gals which corresponds to one part in 1a8

of the earth's

total field (Telford, 1976).
While the causes of various changes in the earth's
gravitational field are many, gravity methods are
ultimately concerned only with those changes produced by
lateral density variations in the lithosphere (crust).
These variations, or anomalies, commonly have a structural
or structurally related developmental history.

The

Portland Basin is ideal for study by gravity methods.
Faulting has brought low density rocks of the Sandy River
Mudstone and Troutdale Formation into juxtaposition with
high density flows of the Columbia River basalt and
Skamania volcanics.

Beeson, and others (1976) and Perttu

(1980) have demonstrated success in the delineation of
faults within the Portland basin using gravity surveys.
A potential shortcoming of the gravity technique is
"lithologic blindness", which is the inability of the
method to distinguish between two or more formations which
do not differ significantly in their densities.

Such

situations occur in the study area where Columbia River
basalt overlies Skamania volcanics and where the Troutdale
Formation overlies the Sandy River Mudstone.

Since the

densities of these pairs of formations are similar, it not
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possible to use gravity to recognize individual formations
in all circumstances.

However, the primary goal of

delineating sediment from volcanics can be achieved.
Initially, three gravity lines were to be included in
this study.

The Bull Run line was originally designed to

cross the Sandy River lineament at its southernmost
extension near Sandy, Oregon.

In this orientation the line

would combine with a previously collected but not modeled
data set (Jones, 1977).

Although measured, the Bull Run

line failed in three ways:

1) geologic control - when

viewed collectively with the other lines, the quality of
geologic control was notably poorer

2) station spacing -

the line was coincident with the Bonneville Power
Administration, Hanford Ostrander transmission line
providing pre-surveyed station elevations at each tower,
however, station spacing was three times that in the other
lines causing the resolution of the final model to suffer
and

3) incompatable data - large discrepancies between

stations measured by Jones (1977) and remeasured by the
author cast considerable doubt that the two data sets could
be combined with a reasonable degree of confidence.

Since

one has no exact knowlege of how much preliminary geology
must be known, what station spacing is adequate to describe
the anomalies dicovered, or whether a previous data set is
reliable, these problems are largely unforseeable until the
measurements are made.

Because of these complications the

Bull Run line is not included here.
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THEODOLITE SURVEY MEASUREMENTS
Data Collection
A precise location and elevation must be known for
every gravity station before fundamental corrections can be
made to gravity measurements.

Stations must be located

within 12 m (40ft) north - south distance and 0.05 m (2 in)
in elevation so that gravity measurements can be accurate
to within 0.01 mgals, the sensitivity of modern gravity
instruments (Telford, 1976).
Both gravity lines were surveyed with a Wild T2
Theodolite and stadia rods.
quantities:

The theodolite measures three

1) distance between the instrument and rod 2)

vertical angle and 3) horizontal angle.

The horizontal

distance is determined by applying an appropriate
mathematical expression to the numerical interval
intercepted on the rod by crosshairs within the theodolites
telescopic sight.

This method is limited to about 30 m.

Much greater distances were desired so moveable flags were
attached to the stadia rod and directions via tranciever
were given until crosshairs and flags were coincident; the
rodman then read stadia intercepts back to the recorder.
This method increased the effective distance of the
instrument to over 300 m.
Vertical control for the Fourth Plains line was
obtained from a United States Geological Survey (USGS)
brass disk (sta.#1), elevation 138.67 m (45Sft) and a
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temporary benchmark (sta.#60) placed by the Washington
Department of Transportation, elevation 67.58 m (221.74ft).
Vertical control for the Interstate line was provided by an
Oregon Department of Transportation brass disk (sta.#.01),
elevation 30.86 m (101.25ft).

All benchmarks in both

surveys used a common base level, the USGS National
Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929.
Reduction
To become suitable for use in gravity work theodolite
data must be reduced to precise latitudes, longitudes and
elevations.
and complex.

The execution of this process is both tedius
Indeed, this is the single most time

consuming and error prone step of any in the study.

Prior

to this thesis the majority of calculations and
compilations applied to theodolite data were done manually.
The FORTRAN program WINGS was developed for the study
to accomplish these tasks with the speed, accuracy and
precision obtainable only with digital methods.

The

program allows the user to enter field data directly from
an instrument book into an input file without previous
modification.

WINGS will calculate and list twenty five

different intermediate variables and values giving the user
a continuous check on data quality.

The final output

consists of a latitude, longitude and instrument error
corrected elevation for every station.
appears in Appendix A.

A listing of WINGS
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GRAVITY SURVEY MEASUREMENTS
Data Collection
All gravity measurements were made with a Worden
Gravity Meter, Master Model III (loaned by Oregon State
University) which has a sensitivity of 0.1374 mgals/scale
division.

Three meter measurements in agreement

within~

0.2 scale divisions were taken at each station providing an
averaged precision of± 0.027 mgals.

The gravimeter was

kept thermally stable by an internal 12 volt heating
element.

Meter temperature was recorded at each station

for application to a temperature correction table.
Selected field stations were reoccupied every two
hours each day so that daily instrument drift curves could
be constructed.

A base gravity station in the lobby of the

Geology Department, Portland State University, with an
absolute gravity value of 980641.35 mgals was measured at
the beginning and end of each field day.

This provided a

known base gravity value later used to determine absolute
values of field stations.
Station spacing in both lines consisted of two basic
parts:

1) a detailed portion with stations spaced every

100 m and 2) a control section extending out in both
directions from the detailed area, with spacing every 200
m.

If station spacing is not sufficiently close, then

gravity anomalies might be inadequately represented or go
undetected entirely.
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Time Dependent Correction
A time dependent instrument drift correction must be
applied to each gravity measurement.
causes:

This drift has two

1) mechanical - the gravimeter has many internal

components which are sensitive to temperature, motion etc.
and 2) earth tides - which are the combined effect of lunar
and solar gravitation on the earths own gravitational
field.
Fortunately these factors change slowly,

(approximate

12 and 24 hour periods) usually in a sinusoidal manner, and
so can be combined in one adjustment.

Seven instrumental

drift curves were constructed and the appropriate drift was
removed from each field reading.

Drift rates varied from a

maximum of 0.120 mgals/hr to a minimum of 0.023 mgals/hr
with a mean value of 0.079 mgals/hr.
Latitude Correction
Both the rotation of the earth and its equatorial
bulge cause gravity to increase with latitude.

Earth

rotation causes centrifugal acceleration which opposes
gravitation.

This condition has a maximum value at the

equator while being zero at the poles.
The earth's radius is greatest at its equator.

This

additional distance from the earth's center decreases
gravity while the corresponding greater mass causes a
gravity increase.

From (2) we have g d

Me and go<. l/Re2

therefore the mass increase can only partially counteract
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the radius effect.
The combination of these characteristics leads to an
overall decrease in gravity with decreasing latitude. This
lends itself to a correction based on

2f

the latitude, given

by 0.8212 sin2~mgals/km (Telford, 1976).
Free Air Correction
Since gravity varies inversely with the square of
distance it is necessary to make adjustments for the
elevation difference between stations.

In practice all

stations are corrected to a common datum elevation; in this
study that datum was sea level.

This adjustment does not

take into account the material between the station and
datum plane, hence the term "free-air".

The correction has

a value of -0.3085 mgals/m which is added to the field
reading when the station is above the datum plane and
subtracted when below.

The resulting reduced gravity is

called the Free Air Gravity.

A value derived from this,

called the Free Air Anomaly, was used for modeling and
interpretation in this study.
Bouguer Correction
The Bouguer correction accounts for the attraction of
material between the station and the datum plane. It has a
value of 0.04188
density.

6

mgals/m, where

0

is the material

The correction is subtracted when the station is

above the datum plane and added when below it.

The Bouguer
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adjustment was not applied to data in this study since
material of interest was at or above the sea level datum
and its removal would complicate interpretation and
modeling.
Terrain Correction
This correction quantifies the effects of topographic
irregularities in the vicinity of a station.

Any gravity

measurement is composed in part, of contributions made by a
lack of mass (valleys) and or an excess mass (mountains) in
the immediate area of that station.
these features,

The combined effect of

lack of mass pulling down and excess mass

pulling up, tend to decrease the gravity value.

Because of

this, terrain corrections are always added to the station
reading.
Terrain corrections are usually not incorporated in
free air gravity studies.

Gravity modeling is done in two

dimensions with the third dimension assumed infinite.

This

third dimension is also assumed to posess geology which is
both perpendicular to and homogenous with geology contained
in the cross sections modeled.

Using free air techniques,

all the topography and the material above or below the
datum plane which produced it are incorporated in the
model.

Terrain corrections in effect remove the topography

that free air modeling relies upon.

Free air gravity lines

which intersect, in a perpendicular sense, the long axis of
topographic features are ideal since they satisfy the
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assumptions of perpendicularity and homogeniety.

In some

cases, such as the Interstate line, terrain corrections may
be necessary.

The eastern half of this line parallels a

prominent cliff (excess mass) composed of Columbia River
basalt, the Troutdale Formation and Boring lava.

This

material, because of its proximity, no doubt decreased the
measured gravity for stations #23 thru #91 significantly.
Several graphical methods are available for the
determination of terrain corrections.

The method of the

half infinite slabs as described in Telford (1976) was
applied to several cross sections.

Examples of the

procedure can be found in Appendix B.
chosen for two reasons:

This method was

1) the available geologic data

indicated the cliff could be validly assumed to be composed
of infinitely long slabs of finite thickness and 2) this
method allowed relatively rapid assessments of the
gravitational contribution of several sections of the
cliff.

Fifteen cross sections of the cliff were analysed.

They were selected because they marked abrupt changes in
lithology and or topography.

The terrain effect of

intervening stations was extrapolated.
Computer Assisted Corrections
The FORTRAN program GRAVPLOT

(Jon~s.

1977) was

utilized to apply several of the proceeding corrections.
When supplied with station elevation, latitude, observed
absolute gravity and terrain corrections the program
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calculated a theoretical gravity, Free Air Correction, Free
Air Anomaly, Bouguer Correction, Simple Bouguer Anomaly and
Complete Bouguer Anomaly value for each station.

These

data are listed in Appendix C.
The calculation of theoretical gravity is based on a
mathematical model of the earth in which the force of
gravity is always normal to the models' surface.

This

equipotential surface is related to sea level where the
earth's surface has been smoothed to eliminate mountains
and oceans (Telford, 1976).

The expression used to find g

at any point on this surface is given by, from Telford
(1976),
g =go

where

!2f

(I+ sm2 ¢ +~ sm2 (2¢))
oi.

(3)

is the latitude, go the equatorial gravity is

978.049 gals, o(a constant is 0.0052884 and ~also a
constant is -0.0000059.

These constants have been updated

(after 1967) but are retained here for continuity with
previous gravity studies and published gravity maps of
Oregon.
The theoretical and observed absolute gravities in
conjunction with other applicable corrections for each
station are used to calculate the Free Air, Simple Bouguer
and Complete Bouguer Anomalies.

These three values are the

desired culmination of the rather extensive corrections and
reductions made to gravity measurements.
used to find gFAA'

The relationship

the Free Air Anomaly is, modified from
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Telford (1976),
gFAA

= 9obs ±. dgL +dgFA -

gr

(4)

where gobs is the observed abs o 1 u t e gravity , d 8r, is the
latitude correction, d8PA is the free air correction, and
gr is the calculated theoretical gravity from (3).

In (4)

the temperature, drift and terrain corrections have been
previously determined.
It is apparent upon inspection of (4) that gFAA
represents a value which has been corrected for all
phenonema which effect gravity measurements except lateral
density changes in the lithosphere.
adjusted for regional fluctuations,

This value, when
is used for modeling in

this study.
Estimation Of Error
Quantification of error in gravity surveys depends on
how well the various sources of error lend themselves to
statistical techniques.

In this study it is assumed that

these error sources behave in a random manner and can be
characterized by a normal distribution.
the following are true:

If this is so then

1) a positive error has the same

probability of occurrence as a negative one 2) small errors
will occur more frequently than large ones and 3) very
large errors do not occur, or at least the probability that
they will is small.

We can also state that the largest

error possible corresponds to the event where the sources
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of error are either all positive or negative, thereby
eliminating their mutual cancellation.
These errors are then subject to the principle of
least squares which states that the event which has the
maximum probability of occurrence is the one in which the
sum of the squares of the errors is a minumum.

Derived

from this condition is the relationship which describes the
probable error of the sum of several measurements, in
Bouchard (1965),

£s =J£l +£} +•••• +£;

(

5)

where the probable error of each measurement is designated
by E and a subscript.
The identified sources of error in this study are
•
shown in Table I.
TABLE I
GRAVITY MEASUREMENT ERROR SOURCES
ERROR SOURCE

ERROR VALUE (mgals)

instrument reading

+ 0.027

elevation

+ 0.001

latitude

+ 0.01

instument drift

+ 0.01

terrain correction

+ 0.03

Each has a corresponding value in milligals which is
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thought to best represent the maximum reasonable error
associable with each source.

From the application of (5)

we can assume that a possible error of
associated with each station.

±

0.06 mgals can be

GRAVITY MODELING
MODELING UNITS AND DENSITIES
In gravity modeling, any formation or part thereof
which has a density in contrast with its surroundings can
be defined as a unique modeling unit (block).

This means

that a block may include one or several formations,

either

entirely or partially, in any combination.
It is significant to note that gravity models are
dependent only on the occurrence of density contrasts and
contain no primary information concerning the genesis,
lithology or diagenesis of the units which cause these
contrasts.

Because of this, meaningful block parameters

can not be derived from the gravity profile alone.

Only

upon the synthesis of the gravity profile with known
geology can the dimensions and extent of modeling blocks be
determined.
Block shapes are neccessarily simple because
properties like depth, density and volume tend to obscure
the more subtle characteristics of unit contacts.
Boundaries between units are therefore straight lines, even
though a significant amount of interfingering may be
present.
Table II lists the stratigraphic modeling units used
in this study.

The densities which appear here are based
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on data from Bromery and Snavely (1964) and are consistent
within+ 0.1 g/cm3 of values used by Beeson and others
(1976), Jones (1977) and Perttu (1980).
TABLE II
STRATIGRAPHIC MODELING UNITS
STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

DENSITY
g/ cm3

Alluvium - unconsolidated
material

GEOLOGIC
ABBREVIATIONS

2.0

Qal

2.4

QTs

High Cascade volcanics (Boring
Lavas, Rhododendron Formation
and equivalents, etc.)

2.4

QTvcs

Intrusive rocks

3. 1

QTi

Pre-Columbia River basalt
Cascade sediments (Eagle Creek
and Stevens Ridge Formations
and equivalents, etc.)

2.4

Tec-sr

Columbia River Basalt Group

2.8

Tcrb

Skamania Volcanic Series

2.8

Tsv

Tillamook Volcanic Series

2.8

Ttv

Sedimentary Rocks - Portland
and Tualatin Basins (Troutdale
Formation, Sandy River Mudstone
and equivalents, etc.)

REGIONAL MODELS
Importance
Regional modeling is a neccessary and crucial step in
the execution of the gravity technique.

Because of their
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subjectivity, regional models are often poorly received.
Regional models represent generalized geologic cross
sections of a particular portion of the lithosphere.
a fundamental premise in gravity modeling that

~

It is

solution

is unique and many block combinations can be found to
satisfy a given gravity profile.

At its worst the solution

may have no resemblence to reality; at its best it
approximates existing geology.

The regional model succeeds

only if it places the local model in a realistic geologic
framework,

isolating it from regional effects.

Accomplishment of this not only facilitates local modeling
but greatly enhances confidence in the validity of final
models and the conclusions drawn from them.
Before local gravity modeling can begin, each local
line must be placed within a regional model.

This

integration is done for the following reasons:
1)

Edge effects, a phenomena encountered at the "edges" of

a gravity model, must be compensated for.

The large

density contrast (rock vs void space) encountered at this
transition has a significant effect on a gravity profile
computed nearby.

The effect is expressed as a sharp

decrease in calculated gravity values many orders of
magnitude greater than typical anomalies of interest.

By

placing the relatively short local line inside a regional
model of much greater length, local anomalies are far
removed and insulated from edge effects.
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2)

Determination and removal of regional gradients must be

accomplished.

In the modeling of shallower features the

contribution of deep structure to the observed gravity must
be removed.

Development of regional models allows the

quantification of this contribution and its later removal
by digital methods.

Typically these regional gradients can

be approximated in the model by a series of line segments
(y=mx+b) which are either added or subtracted as needed.
3)

Ideally

An isolation of local anomalies is desired.

this means that if one removed from the observed gravity
profile

contributions made by the regional gradient and

regional model, then only local anomalies would remain.

In

practice the regional model is developed so that calculated
gravity values match as closely as possible observed
gravity values, with the noted exception of the local line.
This places the local line in a proper geologic and
gravitational framework so that it may be modeled in
detail.
Construction
The construction of a regional model is initiated by
the completion of a regional gravity profile.

A regional

profile is generated by extending the local line
approximately 100 km at each of its ends and then migrating
onto it appropriately selected regional gravity
measurements.

These measurements were aquired from several

sources including previous gravity studies, published
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gravity maps of Oregon and Washington and a northwest
gravity data base compiled by the United States Geological
Survey.

The majority of regional gravity values used in

this study were obtained from this data base.
The FORTRAN program PRINBEST was developed to search
a "window" of the regional data base by establishing cutoff
values based on latitude and longitude.

PRINBEST allows

the user to place this window in any map orientation and to
designate any window width, thereby providing complete
control over which data points are selected.
The FORTRAN programs LOCAL and REGIONAL were
developed to prepare the existing local and selected
regional stations for the FORTRAN gravity modeling program
FREEAIR (Talwani and others, 1969).

LOCAL treats detailed

line data and REGIONAL utilizes output from PRINBEST to
calculate a migrated horizontal distance (along the
regional line), a projected distance (the distance a
station must be migrated) and an elevation in kilometers
above sea level for each station.

It is imperative that

stations be selected which, to the greatest degree
possible, satisfy the requirement of geologic homogeniety.
The number of stations ultimately considered is a primary
function of the size of the search window in PRINBEST.
Listings of PRINBEST, LOCAL, REGIONAL and FREEAIR can be
found in Appendix A.
To preserve the significance of a gravity measurement
its station elevation must be migrated in conjunction with
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its gravity value.

As a result, regional elevation and

gravity profiles are to a certain extent considered
"manufactured".
Completed regional Free Air gravity profiles for the
Interstate and Fourth Plains lines are shown in Figures 5
and 6.

Stations were chosen to provide as complete a

coverage as possible while adhering to the criteria for
their selection.

The overall trend of both profiles is

quite similar indicating their major lithospheric
characteristics do not differ appreciably.

Discrepencies

that do exist might be due to the difference in orientation
of the two lines.

The Interstate line trends east - west

while the Fourth Plains· line trends approximately N 57 E.
This means they intersect crustal components at different
angles, changing their gravity profile response over unit
boundaries.

The location of the two profiles with respect

to regional Bouguer gravity variations can be seen in
Figure 7. These profiles formed the basis for the
construction of the regional Free Air gravity models shown
in Figures 8 and 9.

While several methods might have been

be used to generate these regional models the following was
employed in this study.
Initially, the best approximation to the known
geology was introduced into the model.

This was done by

building lithologic columns using known locations, depths
and densities from the surface to a depth of -6.0 km.
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Figure 2.:_ Location of gravity lines with respect to regional
Bouguer gravity (after Thiruvathukal and Berg, 1967).
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Because they represent the geology at only one location
these columns are assumed to have a limited horizontal
extent.

A gravitational contribution was found for each

unit in a column based on its thickness and density
utilizing an infinite slab approximation.

The summation of

these unit contributions yielded a total gravitational
effect for each column.

The resulting calculated gravities

approximated values which would be generated at these
column locations by the program FREEAIR in a completed
gravity model.

At this point regional gradients could be

determined.
If one assumes that the observed gravity at a column
location is composed of effects caused both by mass
distributions in the selected lithologic column and
remaining mass distributions in the lithosphere below -6.0
km, then by calculating a total column gravity we have
already determined that portion of the observed gravity
dependent only on shallow structure.

The portion that

remains can be considered the regional gradient which is
primarily a function of the behavior of the Mohorovic
discontinuity and to a lesser extent the proximity of large
density contrast units which are not represented in the
model.

The value of this gradient was determined and

removed as described below.
The determined total column gravities were subtracted
from their corresponding observed gravity values because
contained within the observed values are contributions of
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the regional gradient.

The remainder represented

contributions of material and structure below -6.0 km and
when integrated with other column remainders over distances
of tens of kilometers constituted a regional gradient.
After inspection of the gradient segments between columns
it was determined that a single gradient could not
accurately depict regional changes in either model and a
series of shorter gradients were applied.

As can be seen

in Figures 8 and 9 the Fourth Plains line required two
gradients while the Interstate line required a total of
four.

To compensate for the occurrence of these gradients

within the observed gravity profiles, appropriate gradients
were removed from both calculated profiles. In each case
these were applied in a cumulative manner by FREEAIR which
was modified to accept additional gradients.
The gradients of both models are eastward decreasing,
possibly reflecting displacement of mantle by an
increasingly thick lithosphere (Thiruvathukal, 1970).
Gradient segments were always negative or zero with a
maximum value of -1.309 mgals reached in the Interstate
line.
Since gradients represent line function corrections
over great distances they can not, on a station to station
basis, account for small scale changes in gravity values.
These variations are "modeled" by extending stratigraphic
units between columns to form blocks.

The shape,
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orientation and configuration of these blocks were first
approximated using manual methods and then finalized by
adjustments made with

FREEAIR.

Completed Models
Maximum gravity values are found in the Coast and
Cascade Ranges while minimums correspond to the Tualatin
and Portland Basins respectively.

The Interstate line

diplays a total maximum to minimum gravity fluctuation of
approximately 120.0 mgals while the Fourth Plains line
variation is somewhat less at approximately 100.0 mgals.
This difference is likely again due to the angle at which
these lines intersect crustal components and also the
extent to which they encounter lithologic types common to
both.

Calculated values in the vicinity (~ 20-30 km) of a

local line agree with observed gravity values to within
approximately± 1.0 mgals, while at model edges these
values reached± 15.0 mgals in some cases.

Modeling was

not extended below -6.0 km since the composition and
physical characteristics of materials at this depth become
increasingly uncertain.

In both models the majority of

significant features occurred at depths less than -2.0 km.
Because of these factors a homogenous density was chosen
for the material between -2.0 km and -6.0 km effectively
generating a constant gravity response which is somewhat
arbitrary in nature.

Differences in deep structure not

addressed in the model itself are better and more
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completely compensated for during the removal of regional
gradients.
In general, both models are broadly comparable
containing modeling blocks that are similar in density,
shape and location.

It is advantageous to keep regional

models as simple as possible and therefore the combination
or omission of some modeling units is possible.

An example

is the notable absence of the Tcrb (Columbia River Basalt
Group) west of the Willamette River in the Interstate
regional line.

It was omitted here since unlike east of

the river where it was easily included within the Skamania
volcanics, its westward extension would have proven complex
without including any essential information to either the
local or regional models.

Indeed, the gravitational

contribution of the Tcrb in this half of the model was
minimal and better approximated by a depth adjustment of
the QTs (sediment) - Ttv (Tillamook volcanic) interface.
One significant difference between the models is the
inclusion of a QTi (intrusive) block in the Interstate line
which is required to avoid a pronounced gravity deficit.
This feature seems restricted to the southern half of the
Portland Basin where it was also modeled by Perttu (1980)
as a possible QTvcs (Boring chemical type) intrusive.
While broad conclusions might be drawn from these
models, any interpretation based on them concerning
regional geologic relationships should remain supposition.
Only in the immediate area of the local line where better
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geologic control exists can any interpretation enjoy
reasonable certainty.

The emphasis in this study is

therefore directed towards the evaluation of local models.

COMPLETED LOCAL MODELS
INTERSTATE LOCAL MODEL
Gravity Profile
The Interstate local gravity profile appears as
Figure 10.

This figure shows both the original and

terrain-corrected Free Air data,

the value of the terrain

correction and the elevation profile.

The 1.5 mgal feature

at km 100.0-101.5 can be partially attributed to increased
elevation.

In the remainder of the profile, however,

elevation fluctuations do not contribute appreciably to the
Free Air Anomaly trend.

Significantly, from km 104.25-

111.0 elevation remains unchanged while the gravity profile
displays relatively large fluctuations.

This divergent

relationship strongly indicates that units with
considerable lateral density contrast exist within the
shallow subsurface section.
Figure 11 shows the trend of the calculated regional
profile from Figure 8 and the observed profile for the
local line.

These trends can be used to determine the

shape, location and to a lesser extent the magnitude of
anomalies indicated by preliminary examination of the
elevation and gravity profiles.

The calculated regional

profile, when compared with the local observed profile
shows comparatively little short wavelength, less than 3
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km, amplitude variation.

By means of this comparison the

irregularities in the observed profile at km 100.0-101.5,
km 102.75-105.25 and km 107.0-111.0 can be considered
shallow structure anomalies.

Approximate anomaly

amplitudes can be determined if a 0.5 mgals constant is
added to the entire regional profile thereby providing a
base gravity curve to which small scale variations in the
local profile can be compared. This procedure is largely
judgemental in nature and is later eliminated by final
adjustments made during local modeling.

It is based on the

observed behavior of the calculated profile and on
suspected geologic relationships.

It results in the fixing

of anomaly amplitudes which are related to each other
through a common base gravity curve.

The base curve for

this profile lies between -39.0 mgals and -40.0 mgals for
the initial 7.0 km of the model and decreases
systematically thereafter.

By this method three major

anomalies are distinguished here, corresponding to
approximate values of +1.75 mgals at km 100.0-101.5, -1.5
mgals at km 102.75-105.25 and -4.0 mgals at km 107.0-111.0.
Having established these anomalies we can now make
preliminary evaluations of the parameters of the density
contrasts which caused them.

To accomplish this,

simplistic models are designed whose calculated gravity
profiles simulate the corresponding observed profiles.
Once a match is found, the dimensions of the models place
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reasonable limits on the parameters of the anomaly
producing bodies.

This method will be illustrated here by

a single example.
Limits Of Shape, Depth And Density Contrast
The following discussion utilizes a number of
assumptions and derivations which can not be covered here.
The reader is directed to complete treatments of gravity
techniques as they apply to thin horizontal sheets and
fault approximations which appear in Telford (1976).
An established premise of gravity investigation
provides that when using the maximum density contrast
allowed by geologic conditions, the maximum depth for a
given anomaly producing body or (APB) is closely
approximated by the depth to a vertical sided mass (prism
or cylinder) whose calculated anomaly provides the best
solution (match) to the observed anomaly (Skeels, 1963).
Since the available geologic and geophysical data indicates
that strike-slip faulting with

~

appreciable dip-slip

component are associated with similar anomalies in the
Portland Basin (Beeson and others, 1976), we are led to the
following assignments and assumptions:
1)

The -4.0 mgal anomaly at km 107.0-111.0 and a probable

source structure can be generalized as in Figure 12.
2)

The shape of the anomaly indicates a down-faulted APB

(prismatic and graben-like) with bounding fault planes
dipping near 90 degrees, where t is the thickness and w is
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the width of the prism.
3)

The faulted APB has a density contrast of -0.4 g/cJ

which arises from an assumed juxtaposition of 2.8 g/c~
volcanic and 2.4 g/c~
4)

sedimentary rocks.

The Tsv-Tcrb and QTs units in the vicinity of

1) are of constant thickness,

s1

(slab

are horizontally continuous

and display no density variance.

They provide a constant

background gravity and therefore S can be assumed to
1
represent a half infinite slab.
A relationship which describes vertically faulted
strata is given by Telford (1976).

Radian measure applies

~

!J.g

=4 off (tan-I (n2/n1) 2-

Js

fan-/ (

fi1/n2) '2)

( 6)

where Ag is the maximum gravity value for the anomaly
measured in gals,
~

constant,

o

is the universal gravitational

is the density contrast, t is thickness of the

APB in centimeters and the depths to top and bottom of the
APB are given by \

and h .
2

From (6) it should be possible to determine a minimum
thickness without prior knowlege of \

I\

or h . Examining
2
(fault displacement)

(6) we can see that if the ratio h
2
1
becomes very large then TAJlf' (h I\)~ approaches 'fl/2 and
2
1
TAN- (h /h )~ approaches zero. Rearranging (6) we have

1 2
t

=!J.g ( 4 of ( fon-/ ( n2/n1)~-

where the quantity

~g

tan-I (

fiJjn2)1'2 ))-I

max (Figure 12) occurs at x_.

( 6 a)
-CO.

'
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Let us assume that the ratio h /h

2

1 2

1

becomes exceedingly

large enabling -TAN- 1 (h /h )~ to be neglected.

It is not

suggested here that the APB is faulted infinitely deep, but
rather that such an assumption means (6a) can be rendered
to a form which will yield t, a minimum thickness.
Substituting

tr/2 for TAN- 1 (h /h )~. utilizing a density

2 1

contrast of 0.4 g I cm 3 and neglecting -TAN -1 (h /h ) ~ we can
1 2
evaluate (6a) to yield a minimum APB thickness of 238.61 m.
Obviously, fault displacement can not approach infinity and
the calculated thickness is decreased somewhat by -TAN-l(hl

/h 2 )~ .

It is the nature of (6), however, that -TAN -1 (hl I h

2

)~ diminishes rapidly allowing the derived thickness to
closely approximate the true APB thickness.
If

s

can be considered a half infinite slab, then by
1
similar reasoning, so can s2.
The anomaly that they
jointly cause (Figure 13) can be separated into its
component parts.

That portion caused by

s

is shown in
1
Figure 13 as an idealized representation of the
relationship between the calculated gravity profile and the

geometry of the half infinite slab.
the depth to the center of

s1

An approximation of

can be derived from the

relationship given by Dobrin (1976) for a half infinite
slab; radian measure applies

g~ =2 off ( o/2
where g

z

- fan -I : )

is the gravity in gals at some distance x, z is

(7)
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the depth to the center of
contrast.

sl

and

~

is the density

Rearranging (7) we obtain an expression for the

ratio x/z given by

x

-z=fan

(

9:
:>l\ar

(7a)

+ rrl/2 )

Note that the relationship between g

and x are fixed by

z

curve shape and all other variables remain fixed by prior
assumption.

The depth z can be found by the substitution

of a value x and its corresponding gz

value.

From Figure

12, selecting the distance 350.0 mat 0.75..c:i.g max,
evaluation of (7a) yields the value -349.89 mas z, the
depth to the center of S .

By the addition and subtraction

of 0.5t to z, the calculated values h

1

=

-230.58 m and h

2

=

-469.19 m can be found.
Upon the comparison of Figures 12 and 13, and
assuming that the ordinate at A (Figure 12) represents the
location in the observed profile that corresponds to the
fault plane which defines

s1 ,

then the ordinate at B

(Figure 12) must also define a similar fault plane bounding

s2 .

The horizontal distance between these ordinates fixes

a corresponding width between the fault planes which
terminate the APB.

The approximate width w of the APB is

therefore 2740.0 m.
In summation, the above treatments indicate the
following.

The observed -4.0 mgal anomaly at km 107.0-

111.0 delineates a prismatic body.

This APB diplays
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appreciable thickness, the value of which is partially
dependent on

~

its density contrast. The quantitative

evaluation of (6) and (7) yields the approximations shown
in Table 3.

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR ANOMALY AT KM 107.0-111.0 - INTERSTATE LINE
PARAMETER

(I)
(II)
(I I I)
(IV)
(V)

t - the APB (prism) thickness-

VALUE (m)

238.61

z - depth to center of APB-

-349.89

hl - depth to top of APB-

-230.58

h2 - depth to bottom of APBwidth of APB-

-469.19
2740.0

As the preceding example indicates, the manual
construction of detailed models quickly becomes complex and
exhaustive, therefore these parameters and similarly
determined values for other anomalies in the study were
used as guidelines for computer generated models.
Completed Detailed Model
The completed Interstate local model and its
associated observed and computed Free Air curves are shown
in Figure 14.

The observed curve is represented by a solid

line for visual clarity, however this does not imply a
continuous knowledge of the observed gravity behavior.
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Locations where specific values for the observed curve are
known coincide on a vertical axis with the locations of
computed stations.

Total gravity fluctuation for the line

is nearly 8 mgals with a high gravity value of -37.8 mgals
at km 101 and a low gravity value of -45.6 occurring at km
109.

This fluctuation is distributed over at least three

anomalies and most likely indicates a gravity response to
several smaller structures.

Agreement between the observed

and computed curves ranges from coincidence to + 0.45 mgals
with a mean value of 0.016 mgals.
is reasonable.

Quantitatively the match

Approximately 38 percent of the calculated

stations indicate a numerical match value with the observed
curve less than the previously determined maximum
reasonable measurement error of 0.06 mgals.
Portions of the geology of two nearby wells was
selectively projected into the local line.

The Corbett

Quarry well which is hosted entirely within Columbia River
basalt has been projected north to the local line
approximately 50 m.

This well provides control for the

model in the area of km 112.

Preliminary stratigraphy for

this well was determined by Tolan and Beeson (pers. comm.,
1986) with the aid of x-ray flourecence chemical analysis
performed by Hooper (WSU,1986).

The Fairview well was

projected north to the local line approximately 0.5 km.
The portion of this well below -200.0 m has been
interpreted by Perttu (1980) to represent a Columbia River
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basalt section which overlies late Eocene to Oligocene
sediments which in turn overlie Skamania strata.

This

interval in the Fairview well is reinterpreted here based
on the chemical analysis of the Corbett Quarry well and
several other more recent wells (Tolan and Beeson
unpublished data, 1986).

Because of area-wide

similarities, this data indicates that the basalt
penetrated in the Fairview well belongs to the Miocene
Wanapum Formation and the sediments encountered are
actually the Miocene hiatus locally identified as the
Vantage horizon.

Basalts below this horizon (Perttu's

Skamania) are of the Grande Ronde chemical type.

It should

be noted that strata below the Vantage horizon was not
drilled by the Fairview well and its lithologic
interpretation is hypothetical.

Unfortunately no chemistry

is available for the Fairview well.
Only two modeling units are required to provide a
solution to the observed gravity curve.
formations

Because individual

within the model are only locally

differentiated and since gravity can not distinguish
between units with similar densities; it was necessary to
combine formations based on their major lithology.

The

overburden sedimentary unit represents the combined
occurrence of the Troutdale Formation and the Sandy River
Mudstone (QTs) while basement strata is composed of
Columbia River basalt and Skamania volcanics (Tcrb-Tsv).
density contrast of 0.4 g/cm

3

is utilized assuming the

A
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juxtaposition of these two lithologies.

Such a

relationship is suggested by the pronounced vertical
character of portions of the Qts-Tcrb interface boundary as
required by the model.

Magnitudes of these vertical

segments range from approximately 25 m (82ft) to 325 m
(1066ft).
Even though several smaller boundaries correspond to
anomalies many orders of magnitude greater than the maximum
attributable error, they are suspect because they are
represented at most by only three stations within the line.
It is not clear whether they are caused by aberations
within the data or indeed by small scale structure.

Had

spacing been greater, it is possible these smaller features
might not have been delineated.
The model represents the simplest combination of
structure and stratigraphy which enables a good match
between the observed and computed profiles.

Significantly,

any divergence from the vertical character of the unit
boundaries quickly causes the computed profile to flatten.
This flattening then requires the introduction into the
model of small localized high and low density contrast
~

bodies for which there is no geologic precedent.
Previously determined parameters for the APB at km
107.0-111.0 are comparable with those found in the model.
A prismatic structure is indicated at this location with
parameters as contrasted with those in Table III:

w

=

3000
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m, t

= 300 m, z = -300 m,

~

= -150 m and

~

= -425 m.

The most striking features of the Interstate local
model are the corresponding locations of the Sandy River
and Lackamas Creek lineaments with both major anomalies and
therefore structures traversed by the local line.

Due in

part to probable erosion of the Columbia River and
concealment by recent alluvium, the measured line does not
cross either lineament in an area where it is expressed
topographically.

However, negative anomalies and their

causative structures occur precisely at the intersections
of the local line with the projections of both lineaments.

FOURTH PLAINS LOCAL MODEL
Gravity Profile
The Fourth Plains local gravity profile appears in
Figure 15.

The figure shows the trend of the observed Free

Air curve and its associated elevation profile.

That

portion of the observed curve between km 105.5 and km
109.25 shows a direct correlation with elevation.

This

correlation is so prominent as to preclude the detection of
any anomalies present in this interval based on the profile
alone.

The initial 2 kilometers of the profile from km

99.5-101.5 indicates great divergence.

The large deviation

betweeen the behavior of the elevation and Free Air
profiles is indicative of the occurrence of a sharp lateral
density contrast boundary in the shallow subsurface section.
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Figure 16 shows the trend of the calculated regional
profile from Figure 9 and the observed profile for the
local line.

The calculated regional curve displays a near

constant value of -33.5 mgals for the first 7 km of the
line.

At km 106.8 it increases sharply to meet the

observed curve thus defining a negative gravity region
nearly 7 km in width.

The left side boundary of this

region is poorly defined since the observed curve is still
increasing here.

Extrapolation of this increase by means

of the addition of regional observed stations allows a
levelling at approximately -33.75 mgals near km 98.25.

The

resulting difference between the regional calculated base
curve and the observed curve is minimal and no adjustment
to the base curve is warranted.
Comparison of the two profiles indicates a single
negative anomaly of amplitude 5.25 mgals spanning the
interval km 98.25-106.8.

Several comparatively short

wavelength, less than 1 km, anomalies are superimposed on
this feature.
Completed Detailed Model
The completed Fourth Plains local model and its
associated observed and computed Free Air curves are shown
in Figure 17.
\

The observed curve is indicated by a solid

line for clarity and does not represent a continuous
knowlege of the observed gravity behavior.

Locations where

specific values for the observed curve are known coincide
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on a vertical axis with the locations shown for computed
stations.

Total gravity fluctuation for the local line is

approximately 12 mgals.

A -27.5 mgal high gravity value

occurs in the region of km 108.5, undoubtedly reflecting a
considerable contribution due to the increased elevation
(and therefore mass) beneath stations in this part of the
curve.

The local lines low gravity value of -39.5 mgals

occurs at km 101.6.

A portion of the gravity fluctuation,

approximately 6.25 mgals of the total 12 mgals, lies in the
interval km 105-110 where it is generated by the combined
effects of an anomaly producing body (APB) and a strong
elevation component.

The remaining 5.25-5.75 mgals are

expressed in the interval km 96-104 where elevation changes
are insignificant and the observed anomaly can be
considered primarily due to a near surface APB.

Agreement

between the observed and computed curves ranges from
coincidence
mgals.

to~

0.53 mgals with a mean value of 0.008

Approximately 39 percent of the computed stations

match their observed values better than the 0.06 mgal
maximum reasonable measurement error providing a good
quantitative match.
Well control for the Fourth Plains local model is
poor.

Numerous groundwater wells exist and have been used

to establish the stratigraphic relationships of surface
sediments, (Mundorf£, 1964); however, excellent aquifers
were so readily found that none of the wells were drilled
to basement.
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Considering this lack of geologic control, detailed
modeling began with the Interstate line in an effort to
help establish any structural parallels that might exist.
A similar stratigraphy was arrived at for the Fourth Plains
model based on the following criteria:

1) projection of

existing well-based geologic data - which suggest a fair
degree of basin symmetry, 2) analysis of topography,
geologic contacts and structural trends - which show no
major changes in type, structure or number of units
involved and 3) consistent nature of the regional gravity
trend - the regional gravity trends of both lines are quite
similar.
Two modeling units were required to bring the
observed and computed curves into general agreement.
Because individual formations within the model are only
locally differentiated and since gravity can not
distinguish between units with similar densities; it was
necessary to combine formations based on their major
lithology.

The overburden sedimentary unit represents the

combined occurrence of the Troutdale Formation and the
Sandy River Mudstone (QTs) while basement strata is
composed of Columbia River basalt and/or Skamania volcanics
(Tcrb-Tsv).

Since it is not recognized in well data or

outcrop the occurrence of the Tcrb in the area has not been
established.

It has been symbolically included in the

local model since its occurrence here is likely.

The
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impact of its presence or absence on modeling is minimal
however, since both the Tcrb and Tsv are assumed to have
identical densities.

The depth and structure of the

volcanic basement, rather than what the basement is
composed of, becomes the primary concern.

The inclusion of

a third modeling unit of low density alluvium (Qal) was
neccessary at km 101.5 and km 103.25 to correct for short
wavelength variations which could not be accomodated by
adjustments of the QTs-Tsv interface.

These alluvial units

have been mapped by Trimble (1963) at these locations.

A

density contrast of 0.4 g/cm3 was assumed between Qal-QTs
units and QTs-Tsv strata.

As indicated by the model,

sediment thickness in the Fourth Plains line is
approximately twice that which occurs in the Interstate
line.

The effect of this condition on an observed anomaly

is to reduce the slope of the observed curve over an APB
boundary.

Regardless of this, the model requires several

near vertical boundaries ranging in magnitude from
approximately 50 m (164ft) to 225 m (738ft).
As with the Interstate line, any divergence from the
vertical character of these unit boundaries would require
the introduction of small localized high and low density
contrast bodies, the existence of which are not known.
The primary purpose of the Fourth Plains line was to
investigate the northern extent of the Lackamas Creek
lineament where it is lost beneath a cover of QTs sediments
and Qal alluvium.

Significantly, its intersection with the
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local line is expressed in the observed gravity curve as a
negative anomaly and in the local model as a negative
relief feature.

Of equal importance is the perfect

alignment of major structures in the Interstate and Fourth
Plains lines along the strike of the Lackamas Creek
lineament.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
It is possible, from a geological perspective, to
produce the gravity anomalies observed in the Interstate
and Fourth Plains lines by at least three distinct
mechanisms.
erosion.

These processes are faulting,

folding and

Each has been shown to have produced significant

features within the basin and its surrounding region.
It is reasonable to expect that model analysis can
provide some basic ideas of the basin margin's structure
and morphology yielding a framework for interpretation.
It appears advantageous in this case to embrace the problem
by considering each process in turn, delineating strengths
and weaknesses.
For the remainder of the text the combined Columbia
River basalt and Skamania volcanics will be refered to as
"basalt" or "basement" and the combined Troutdale Formation
and Sandy River Mudstone will be referenced as "sediment"
or "overburden".
neccessary.

Exceptions to this will be made where

As an aid to the discussion, Figure 18 is

presented to clarify Columbia River basalt succession.
Folding
Prior to this study, presumed eastern margin
structure consisted of a synclinal limb, locally expressed
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as a homocline, dipping gently westward (Trimble, 1963).
If one assumes a regional compressive stress regime for the
Portland Basin during its generation (Trimble, 1963; Beeson
and others, 1976; Perttu, 1980), then notable folding might
have occurred within the basin or along its margins outside
the confines of the Portland Hills structure.

The

existence of tight asymetric box folds along the eastern
margin might conceivably produce observed gravity curves
similar to those found in the Fourth Plains and Interstate
profiles.

The depth of folding and the extent to which

basement lithologies are involved can not be determined,
although it is assumed that the Columbia River basalt would
be deformed.
Asymmetric anticlines with wavelengths of only a few
kilometers and amplitudes generally <l km are common in the
Yakima Fold Belt of the western Columbia Plateau.
Anticlinal axes trend primarily east-west, however, they
range from west-southwest to northwest (Caggiano, 1981).
There is no evidence that folding in the study area is an
extension of this deformation.

Conversely, Tolan and

others (1984) have established a westward terminus of the
Yakima Belt beneath the northern Oregon Cascades, where
structural axes trend west-southwest, perpendicular to and
falling short of, the study area structures.
Beeson and others (1985) have described the
morphology of this Yakima Belt extension.

They note that
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large folds are formed, usually with wavelengths of 10-20
kilometers and limbs that display variable dips generally
less than 15 degrees.

Commonly before the 15 degree limit

was exceeded failure occurred, usually near the anticlinal
axis where post rupture strain was present as overthrust.
In sharp contrast only tight asymmetric folding of the
basement could satisfy the requirements of the gravity
models.
Because nearby folding is not of the type required by
the models does not mean that folding can be discarded as a
generative process, but more likely suggests that the two
deformations are probably not related.

This of course

means that folding, apparently autonomous from surrounding
deformations could be present at depth.

If this is true,

then the folds would have to themselves be faulted. This is
because both models contain well defined small scale
features that are inconsistent with smooth limb surfaces.
Indeed, modeling becomes increasingly difficult as the
sharpness and brevity of the structures shown in the two
completed local models is smoothed.

The closest and most

easily attainable match between observed and computed
gravities occurs when faults rather than folds are used in
the models.
While undoubtedly some loading has occurred, it seems
unlikely that sediment thickness ever exceeded a maximum of
300-600 m; considerably less than the kilometers of
overburden usually associated with plastic deformation,
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thus making this type of behavior doubtful.
The problem of eastern margin folding can not be
satisfactorily resolved in this study.

Because no

supporting evidence exists for folding and because such an
unusually extensive and uniform deformation is required, an
eastern margin development through tight asymmetric folding
appears inadequate.

This study assumes that in the study

area the Columbia River basalt behaved as it does in other
regions of the basin; essentially as a brittle member with
a tendency to fail before being folded through large
angles.
Channeling-Erosion
In the interest of simplicity and because a broader
data base is available,

the channel hypothesis will be

discussed with emphasis on the Interstate line.

It should

be noted that this line crosses the lineaments in an area
crucial to the understanding of both.

Any arguement

developed here can be applied to both lineaments (with some
modification) since it is assumed that they are genetically
related.
Tolan and Beeson (1984) have recently provided an
outline of the Neogene history of the Columbia River.

This

was accomplished through improved delineation of key
members within the Columbia River Basalt Group and their
relationship to an incipient Portland basin and Cascade
Range.

Several paleo-channels of the Columbia were
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identified east of the study area within the Cascades.
Each varies in morphology, host lithology and in turn
becomes progressively younger northward.

Some can be

traced great distances westward, in some cases as far as
the Pacific coast.
It is important that the relationship between flows
of the Columbia River basalt and the ancient river system
be realized.

Significantly, the reason for the

multiplicity and preservation of these paleo-channels was
the low viscosity, large volume and resistence to eroson of
the Columbia River basalt, in particular certain units of
the Frenchman Springs, Priest Rapids and Pomona members.
Typically magma extruded on the interior plateau reached
the headward canyon of the Columbia producing an
intracanyon flow.

In several instances these courses were

filled and overtopped causing displacement of the river and
formation of a new channel (Tolan and Beeson, 1984).

It is

concieveable that a concealed ancient channel filled with
low density sediment rather than high density basalt might
generate the anomalies observed in the gravity lines.
During the time interval approximately 2-15 m.y.b.p.
the ancestral Columbia was hosted in one of three major
structures and/or channels (Figure 19).

Tolan and Beeson

(1984) have constrained the time the river occupied the
older Mount Hood-Dalles and Mosier-Bull Run synclines to
the narrower period of approximately 14-15.5 m.y.b.p ..
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Figure 19. Distribution of major controlling
structures and paleo-channels of the Columbia
River and their relation to the study area
(from Tolan and Beeson, 1984).
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The models suggest that it is reasonable to expect
the coincidence of both negative anomalies and anomaly
producing bodies with both lineaments along their entire
lengths.

Presumably these three entities; negative

anomaly, anomaly producing body and lineament are
genetically related.

If Columbia River channeling is

responsible for the anomalies observed in the Interstate
line, then it would likely be responsible for all the
anomalies and lineaments identified in this study.
Because of the relative ages and spacial associations
of the known channels, it is implied that the Columbia was
introduced into the study area through the southernmost
Mount Hood-Dalles or Mosier-Bull Run structures.

Younger

channels lie too far north to have been responsible for the
more southerly portions of the Sandy River lineament.
The stratigraphy of the Interstate line, like that of
the study area in general, is relatively simple.
Apparently undisturbed sections indicate 100-300 m of
overburden capping a volcanic basement which continues to
depth.

If the channel hypothesis is correct then the

following must certainly be true.

Either the channel is

hosted entirely within the basement, the overburden, or is
hosted to a greater or lesser degree by both units.
We can recall from the Interstate model certain
physical parameters of its major anomaly.
must:

Any channel

1) produce a significant negative density contrast

of at least 0.4 g/cm

3

2) have general dimensions no
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greater than 3000 m in width and 300-400 m in thickness and
3) attaining a channel bottom elevation no deeper than -450
m.

Any placement of a channel must satisfy these physical

constraints.
The emplacement of Skamania strata predates the
earliest known existence of the Columbia River.

Because of

its relative high density (2.8 g/cm 3 ) its replacement by
sediments could produce significant anomalies.

Regardless,

this is unlikely since a Skamania hosted channel would
eminate from too great a depth.

If we smooth the indicated

structure in Figure 14 and allow a conservative uniform
thickness of 100 m for the Grande Ronde basalt then we
could expect to encounter Skamania strata at a depth of 250 min the 107-111 km interval.

A minimum thickness in

the neighborhood of 400 m would still be required for the
anomaly producing body, placing its termination at the -650
m level.

This is 200 m beyond the maximum depth limit

allowed for the channel.

At this depth an increase in

thickness and/or density contrast would be required to
preserve the shape and magnitude of the observed anomalies.
The restriction of the depth constraint can be
lessened if we allow the channel to exist during Columbia
River Basalt time.

In this situation the channel must be

hosted in both units because the indicated thickness of
Columbia River basalt is insufficient to accomodate the
channel in its entirety.
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It is doubtful a channel in the study area could have
survived Frenchman Springs time (that time when the channel
was primarily located in the Dalles-Mount Hood syncline) to
be later filled by the more sluggish process of
sedimentation.

This seems apparent because of the wide

distribution and mode of occurrence of these flows.
Several wells in the study area (more specifically,
previously described heat flow and water wells near the
Interstate line) indicate uniform thicknesses for both the
Sand Hollow and Sentinel Gap units of the Frenchman Springs
Member.

Indeed Tolan and others,

(1984) note that:

Because of their wide distribution, flows of the
Frenchman Springs Member not only inundated and destroyed the
ancestral Columbia River channel in western Oregon but also
destroyed the existing and developing drainage systems
throughout most of the Columbia Plateau.
If we can assume intracanyon flows inundated and
overtopped the ancient Dalles-Mount Hood channel during
Frenchman Springs time and it appears we must, then the
argument is reduced to a question of sufficient density
contrast.

Since in this case basalt would replace an exact

or similar lithology of identical density, then no density
contrast could be produced.
It is also doubtful that the proposed channel could
have existed during the time the river occupied the later
Mosier-Bull Run structure (Figure 19).

Within this

structure the river flowed southwest along much of its
identified course until turning sharply northwest forming
the well exposed Priest Rapids channel at Crown Point.

It

""'
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is possible that at some point during its occupation of the
Mosier-Bull Run syncline the Columbia ranged a few
kilometers farther west and at this time erroded the
hypothetical channel.

This possibility is limited by the

following:
1) Lack of proper topographic control - Much of the
present topography surrounding the Interstate line did not
exist during Frenchman Springs - Priest Rapids time.

The

uplift of the high Cascades, the erruption of the Boring
Volcanics and the deposition of the Troutdale Formation had
not yet begun.

The topography was less pronounced,

contributing to the widespread distribution of Frenchman
Springs flows.

The river's course after leaving its

syncline channel was still probably dictated by some sort
of topographic control.

As it approached the study area

from the east a structural-topographic control was readily
provided by a then incipient Portland basin, the first
development of which is indicated by the pinchout of some
Grande Ronde Basalt flows over a Portland Hills structural
high (Beeson and others, 1976).

If the hypothesis is true

and at some time during its occupation of the Mosier-Bull
Run structure the river ventured farther westward than is
presently known; then its expected course would be downslope, perpendicular to the basin's axis, hence preventing
it from producing the anomalies.
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2) No evidence of catastrophic blockage -

Eventhough

Cascadian volcanism spans this time, there appears to be
little evidence of materials and/or events which could have
caused abandonment of this course so that it could be
established at Crown Point.

Tolan and others (1984) have

described partial and/or complete blockage of the later
Bridal Veil channel, but it seemes the river's course while
in the Mosier-Bull Run syncline was probably dictated by
features of low relief, perhaps in some way aided by the
termination of the structure.

Beeson (pers. comm., 1986)

finds no evidence to suggest the ancient river ever varied
from the identified course beneath Crown Point.

He

contends the river could have been captured by the headward
erosion of a smaller northwest trending stream.
The remaining 12 million years of Columbia River
history are better understood.

Upon destruction of the

Priest Rapids channel by the Rosalia flow of the Priest
Rapids Member the Columbia again moved northward
establishing the Brial Veil channel were it remained for
the next 10 million years.

It was forced to incise its

present channel, where it has remained for the last two
million years, because of wide spread volcanism and
sedimentation related to the onset of Cascadian uplift
(Trimble, 1963; Baldwin, 1981).
Another account of an abandoned channel is provided
by Mundorf (1964) where he describes a Pleistocene path of
the Columbia coincident with the southernmost portion of
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the Lackamas lineament.

Apparently at the mouth of the

present gorge the river veered northwesterly and eventually
split into two channels near Orchards, Washington.

The

river eroded surficial sediments until it encountered more
resistent beds of the Troutdale Formation.

Even though the

river was coincident with the Lackamas Creek lineament at
this location it could not have produced an anomaly because
of an insufficient density contrast between the sediments
involved.

Further erosion to include Columbia River basalt

and/or Skamania strata would be required,

but was not

noted.
In light of the discussion presented here it is
doubtful that the ancestral Columbia ever occupied a course
coincident with either lineament in this study.

More

unlikely is the possibility that the river was present at
the proper time.

It seems clear that if the proposed

channel was older than the Columbia River basalts then the
hypothesis would violate depth constraints, and if younger
would not produce a density contrast, either because the
canyon would have been filled by basalt or because the
channel itself was hosted in sediment.
Faulting
In contrast with the possibilities explored to this
point, faulting can be shown to be a reasonable generative
process for the development of the eastern margin.
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The Washington Department of Natural Resources in an
as yet unpubished regional geologic map has interpreted

limited faulting along the western shore of Lackamas Lake,
forming a portion of the southern most extension of the
Lackamas Creek Lineament.

Stratigraphic studies within the

basin undertaken by Swanson (pers., comm., 1986) suggest
faulting in this area.

Considering the inadequacies of

alternative processes and the strong topographic suggestion
the arguement for faulted structure seems convincing.
Unfortunately, to a large degree no furthur evidence to
support faulting (i.e., exposed offsets or slickensides)
along either lineament are known to exit, presumably
because they are obscured by young sediments.
Both gravity models tend to confirm the existence of a
fault or faults along the eastern margin of the Portland
basin.

In fact,

they are more consistent with this

interpretation than either of the previously explored
possibilities.

Indeed the best gravity fit and the most

apparent and accomidating process for the generation of
eastern margin structure is large scale en echelon faulting
exhibiting an element of graben-like morphology.

Herein

these structures will be called the Lackamas Creek and
Sandy River faults, which coincide with their like named
and previously described lineaments.
Nearly all recent structural interpretations of the
basin or its parts have been based on Trimble's (1963)
original concept.

His asymmetric syncline served as a
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reliable base model which was later modified.

Benson and

Donovan (1976) compiled the Preliminary Tectonic Map of the
Portland Basin based on the synciine concept. Beeson and
others (1976) refined the model through a better
characterization of the Portland Hills complex.

Pert tu

(1980) investigated the possible existence of additional
faults within the basin using gravity methods.

She

determined that displacement in the eastern regions of the
basin was either small scale or was distributed over enough
structures to be undetectible given the resolution of the
surveys.
Recent speculation (Beeson and Tolan, 1984) holds
that the basin is a pull-apart associated with wrench
tectonics.

While the basin diplays characteristics of

syncline, graben and pull-apart structures this study
indicates that only the latter form, or more pecisely its
tectonic regime, allows sufficient diversity to produce the
noted overall basin morphology.
If the Portland basin is synclinal, then it is also
terminated normal to its axis by major faults.

A syncline

or syncline-like feature may have been generated if a
proper and considerable drag sense were applied to the
strata along these failures.

Although such as drag sense

is allowable when considering earlier gravity surveys
across the Portland Hills structure (Beeson and others,
1976), it is neither required or suggested by either model
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of the eastern margin.

A proposed synclinal basin

unneccessarily complicates the basin's stress history by
requiring an initial compression and later incipient
extension or at least relaxation of compressional stresses.
The eastern margin has clearly undergone at least minor
extension as evidenced by the graben-like morphology of the
Lackamas Creek and Sandy River Faults.
It is simpler to assume that the basin was formed
under a general tensile stress.

The south plunging

anticline and westward dipping (fault plane) overthrust
(Tolan and others, 1984) which occur in the Portland Hills
complex are probably associated with dominant dextral
movement.

This interpretation would dictate that the

development of the complex resulted from a localization of
shear stress on the structure, not requiring the
transmission of significant compression across it.
Equally troubling is the graben concept.

In a

classic sense the basin should be bounded by normal faults.
Whether the Portland Hills Fault exhibits any significant
normal component must be questioned.

Indeed the actual

attitude of the failure plane has never been established
and various depictions of the complex have been influenced
by the syncline/anticline model predominant at the time.
Because of the relationships established at the eastern
margin of the basin, in particular those that suggest
wrench tectonics; movement on the Portland Hills fault
might be better considered as wrench in nature.
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Further indication that the basin is not strictly a
graben is the irregularity and inconsistency of the
basement.

The basement displays or implies several low and

high relief areas (in contrast to an idealized downfaulted
block) which appear to be structurally controlled.
Examples of local "highs" would be the occurrences of
Skamania volcanics on Lady Island (Trimble, 1963) and the
Tillamook volcanics near Milwaukie, Oregon (Beeson, pers.
comm., 1983).

"Lows" include areas with deep basement,

such as the Portland Well Field (Hoffstetter, 1983) and/or
the Fourth Plains region.

Of primary importance is the

realization that at least in the vicinity of the Interstate
line the eastern margin has independently developed a
graben-like structure at the expence of basin wide
subsidence.

The Interstate local model indicates that

basement in the Fairview well may have experienced little
if any subsidence, effectively localizing the deformation
immediately eastward.

The lack of identified meaningful

graben-style structural boundaries of anything more than
local extent seems to be general.

Because of this,

establishing a graben model is difficult.
Perhaps the most striking agreement of theory and
observed structure can be made utilizing wrench tectonic
theory, in particular that which deals with the formation
of pull-apart basins (Aydin and Nur, 1982).

The existence

of secondary structures such as overthrusts (Beeson and
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others, 1985), normal faults and anticlinal flexures in
direct association or close proximity to the Portland Hills
dextral failure is typical of a wrench regime.

Figure 20

shows the general spacial relationships and stress
orientations (end effects) encountered in a wrench regime
generated by dextral and sinistral stepovers.

It is likely

that the ends of strike slip faults magnify stresses that
facilitate the formation of secondary structures.

Figure

20A shows the areas where extensional (open wedges) and
compressional (zigzag lines) structures would likely be
formed around a dextral system.

Figures 20B, 20C and 20D

indicate the shape and extent of these areas depending on
the degree of overlap and the right or left hand nature of
the stepover.

It can be shown that right-stepping and

left-stepping dextral strike-slip faults produce tension
and compression, respectively, in the overlapping areas
yielding pull-apart basins at right stepovers and uplifted
regions at left stepovers (Aydin and Page, 1984).

The

orientation of these secondary structures depends, of
course, on the distributions of stress, the geometry of the
faults and the dimensions and distributions of the
materials involved.

Idealized representations of these

structures are shown in Figures 20E and 20F where hachures
represent normal faults and barbs are reverse faults.
Filled marks indicate vertical movement (up or down) and
empty marks indicate dip slip component on segments of
strike-slip faults.

The application of this type of model
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and Page, 1984).
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to the Portland Hills complex would be preliminary in
nature and should await furthur study, however, the
parallels are intriging and compelling.
In a basin wide context the application of strikeslip "end effects" and stepovers is questionable.
Certainly not because the tectonic regime has somehow
changed, but rather because the evidence of strike-slip
caused structures or at least their geometry is not as
clearly evident.

These features require the stress

concentration provided by the termination or interaction
between strike-slip faults.

No termination of the Portland

Hills Fault in the vicinity of the basin has been
demonstrated and investigation of the eastern boundary
faults indicates these faults are extensive, at least
bounding and possibly extending well beyond the known
basin.

Considerable strike-slip movement would be required

along the eastern margin if these faults were to play a
role in the development of a pull-apart the magnitude of
the Portland basin.

No movement can be demonstrated, nor

is it implied, at least on a large scale.
Figure 21 illustrates the application of simple
dextral stepover theory combined with the structure
dictated by the models, in the case of the eastern margin.
Here the Lackamas Creek and Sandy River faults form an en
echelon set of faults which overlap for a fraction of their
extent effectively concentrating stresses in the region of
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the stepover.

A pull-apart would express itself as the

major anomaly of the Interstate line providing the impetus
for the subsidence of this area and its topographic effect
on the course of the Columbia River.

Most secondary

structures if present would be hidden by Troutdale
sediments although the deformation of the Blue Lake - Lady
Island region might represent a secondary compressional
feature.
Both gravity models indicate extension along the
margin.

However, some shear stress along the structures

would be required to form a pull-apart and could have been
imparted early in its generation.

Because of its limited

extent a pull-apart basin of this size would require such a
stress for a relatively short period of time, perhaps only
during the initial formation of the faults.

Aydin and Nur

(1984) indicate that an almost unlimited number of
situations involving stress, fault orientation and
developmental rate are possible.

Undeniably this

interpretation is preliminary, yet the tectonic
relationships upon which it is based are consistent with
the structural geometry as dictated by the models, the
prevelence of related basin wide features and the
topographic morphology of the margin.

The sequence of

stresses and indeed the magnitude of any strike-slip
movement which may have occurred on either fault is
unknown.
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Regardless of how one interprets basin structure it
appears the eastern margin began its development later than

its western counterpart.

This is certainly true of the

region surrounding the Interstate line where flows of the
Frenchman Springs Member are involved in faulting they
would have inundated had the structure pre-existed them.
Beeson and others (1976) noted that early development of
the Portland Hills structure occurred during Grande Ronde
time, evidenced by flows of this member which pinched out
Conversely there is little

westerly against the complex.

indication of structural development within the study area
before the end of Sand Hollow or Sentinel Gap deposition.
These Frenchman Springs units were the stratigraphically
highest chemically determined basement which appeared in
the control wells (Figure 21).

Some early (near Vantage

time) deformation can be inferred from the Hood Acres well
where an isolated 16 m thick Ginko flow of the Frenchman
Springs Member occurs in addition to some increased total
Frenchman member thickness.

This divergence has little

effect on general interpretation since it appears to be
local and because it has not been established whether it
was caused by erosional or structural forces.

In effect,

there appears to have been no general thickening or
exclusion of units across the structures.

The contention

that deformation was delayed in the study area is furthur
supported by the stratigraphic effects of the geophysical
requirement that a negative gravity anomaly be provided.
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If significant faulting of the eastern margin
occurred simultaneously with the deformation and uplift of
the Portland Hills and therefore with the deposition of
Columbia River basalts, then those areas of subsidence
Since

would aquire locally thickened basalt sections.

these thickened sections would be down-faulted into older
basalts and Skamania basement of equal density then no
contrast or anomaly could be produced.

If sedimentation

rates were high during this time then alternating lenses of
sediment and basalt would accumulate in the grabens, the
thicknesses of which would be determined by deformation
rate.

In this instance the ability of the downthrown

blocks to produce a low density body would be greatly
reduced, requiring unrealistic displacements.

This

possibility is limited by a noted lack of volumetric
sedimentation throughout the basin during basalt
deposition.

The greatest noted sediment thicknesses occur

as the sands and clays of the Vantage Horizon, which rarely
exceed a few meters and have been interpretted to represent
a low sediment rate, reducing environment (Beeson and
others, 1976).

Of course structural inactivity during

basalt deposition would have no stratigraphic or
geophysical expression.
Deformation of the eastern margin did not begin then
until late Frenchman Springs time, perhaps .5 m.y. after
its onset in the Portland Hills.

It is probable that the
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eastern margin developed as a response to shear activity
along the Portland Hills complex.

This activity caused a

general basin wide tension, in addition to transmitting a
component of shear which caused its incipient wrench like
failure.
It would appear that the principles and concepts of
wrench tectonic theory,

in particular that which deals with

secondary structure and stepover phenomena has valid
application in the Portland Basin.

The extent to which the

basin conforms to these principles is uncertain.

It is

likely nonetheless that this type of tectonism has been
active here and is responsible for the basin's development.
Of particular importance to the success of the
application of the theory in the Portland basin is the
accurate delineation and interpretation of its east
bounding Lackamas Creek and Sandy River faults and their
relation to the western boundary complex.

The emphasis of

furthur study should be focussed on this relationship in
order to gain a more refined understanding of these
structures and the role they have played in regional
tectonic history.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
1)

WINGSl- 1984 - Theodolite survey reduction, organization
and plotting.

2)

PRINBEST - 1985 - Selective search and organization of
northwest gravity data base.

3)

LOCAL - 1985 - Parameter determination for local gravity
stations needed by modeling programs.

4)

REGIONAL - 1985 - Parameter determination for regional
gravity stations needed by modeling programs.

5)

FREENEW(FREEAIR) - Talwani 1969, modified by others 1985
- Free air gravity modeling program.
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CONTINUE
WRITE tt..209l
FORMAT(' ',I, I, I, "-INTERIEDIATE FIGURES USED IN DITERfllINATl()I
t OF FINA:.. VAo..LES • • • •, /l
WRITE ff., 203l JD(20l, IDt20l. ID(Sl, ID t11 l, U!(21l, ID(21l, ID(fi),
1Dt2l,IDtSl,ID(12l,lD(14l.ID(7l.ID(8l,ID(9l,ID(10l,IDt10l,
ID U3l, ID! 15l
FORMAT(' • • '· '· 21. A7. SX, A7' 4X, AS. 30X. At.. I, 2X, Al,, ex, AA, 7X,
115. lOX. AS. 4X. A&. 3X. At.. 4X, At., I. 2X. Al,, BX, A.2, 9X, A7 I BX, A&, 4X,
AE.. 3~. 115. 51. Afll
DO 96 I=l.N~
WRITE (f., 2:04lFROl'I m. rom, vANm, DX tI i, ov ni. MIDm. or..LEVm
FORMAT(' ', F7. ::.. SX,F7. 3, SX, FU. 7. SX, F7. 2. SX, Fb. 2, SX, F;., ::., SX, FC.. 2l

CONTINUE
DIF=MLEV-£1..ETO UlBRENTl
DO 9b I=l. MJll!E<+l
m.rrom=ELETOtI l+DIF
COO-IN\£
WRITE(t., 207lDIF
FORMAT(' •,1,1,t,"THE El..EVATI()I CORRECTI()I FA..'iORtDIFl

=",F7.2,

/, /)

WRITE (D, 210l
FORMAT<' ',I, I, I, "-TIE FINA:. \/It.LIES - DEGREES CF. ROTATION
& ARE CORRECT IF 360 ~'"GREE cooimm• IS NOT VIo:JlTED ••••• /)
WRITE(t., 20Sl IDU9l, ID(20l, IDt20l, IDt1£.l, ID(18l, ID(23l, ID(21 l,
&
ID(21l, IDUSl, IDUSl, IDt2l, IDUl, lD(7), ID(8l, IDU7l, I0(17l,
&
1D(6l, 1D!19l
205 FORMAT (1 ',I, I, 51X, AS, I, 2X, 117, SX.A7, 5X,115, 9X, AS, 3X, 118, I, 2X,
&
A4,8X. A4,8X, A&,6X,A8, 3X, AS, SX, A7, l,2X, Ai., BX,~ 10X, A7, 7l,A7,
&
4X, AS, BX, ASl
DO 94 I=1, l'UIB
J=I+1
WRITE(D.206lFROMm, TOUl ,rn.ETO(J). ELE'TO(J). HAN::oRm ,DE6ROT m
206 FORf!IATt' ',F7. 3, SX, F7.3, SX, FB.2. SX, F9.2, SX, FE.. 4, 5X,F9. 4l
210

94

cormNUE

WRITE<t.. 221) ID(20), ID(20), lD(23l I ID (21l' JD(21)' 10(3) I
IDUSl, IDt7l, lD(8l, ID ml, IDU7l
221 FORMATP ',1,1,1,"-\IERTICAL CCMROL SECTION- CllAN6ES IN
&ELEVATICI\ DU: TD INSTll1JllENT $WO/OR HlJL'IAN ERROR... •, I,
&"ELEVATIIJI CHANGES DlE TO ~ ERROR SHOULD
& B:: ~1 ANL COIITRIEUTE NO",/, "SISIHFICRNT
t RESIDLire. • • • HOW::V::R - ItlSTRLl'ENT ERROR
&

111
& SHIJU!.L RESLtT IN •. I. "C0051 STENi POS !Tl VE
~

OR NE6ATI VE ELEVATI et: CHANGES. ..

IT

& IS ACCEPTABl.E TO DISTRIBUTE THIS ERROR. •• •,I, I, J,
1X,A7. SX.A7.20X,A6, I, 1X,AA,8X,AA, 10X,115,8X, AB, J, lX, A~,

'
'

ax,

A2.12X,AB.SX.A7l
DO 80 1=1. NlJIB
~!li~!Il/0.0174533

ADJUSTER m =( ( (9{l, C.-VlA (JI HVDE6ER m /21 )-( ('@l(l l-270. 0

HVDEGEIHI I /2l I I
VANT iI l =VllN <I l.;IDJUSTER (l l
VANT (J l =VANT !Il •0. 0174533
DYHil=( ( Oi•S3(J) l•SINMMm I lt-COSMM(J) l l+(C~(SJN
l!VAtlT !Ill ll

&

DEL.M(I l=DYT II >+HI (J l-fllD(ll
DEEL.EV II l =DaEVT (I> -DELEY (I l
IF (FRQM(J). EG. TOII-ll >VSIJll=VSltl+CHGaEVm
86 cc.mNlE

arro (1l =-0. o
FUDGE=O.O

103

104

220
105

223

DO 103 l=l, NUMB
IF !FROM m. 6T. TO (Ill FUDGE=ELETO m
arro (l +1) =DELEVT (I) +FUD6E
COOTINUE
DI F=Mil\1-£1.elO ((lljRENfl
DO 104 l=l. tUe<+l
Fa.ETD m =ELETD m +DIF
COOTINlE
DD 105 l=l, NUMB
J=l+l
WRITE (fi. 22(1) FRI>! m. TO m'CN6ELEV m'FEl..ETO (J)
FORMAT!' ',F7. 3. SX,F7. 3, SX, FE..~. SX, FE..2>
CONTIMJE
WRITE!£.213lVSUM
FORMAi!' ',1,1,"TtE TOTlt. VERTiat. ERROf. FOR 'TtE LEN61H lF THIS
& LINE IS = ".2X.FE..4l
X&ASEVAL =O. 0
VBAS..CVA:..=O. 0

107

231

'
'

225

22c.

REFDIR=180. O
DO 107 l=l.Nllm
IFffRl)l(ll.6T. TO<Ill60 TO 107
A=REFDIP.-+WaJRm
fl=f.tt<J. 0174533
HDX m =DX m •COS !Al
HDYm=DX!Il•SlN(Al
X~lE m =XBASEVAL otffDX m
~ m=YBASEVAL otffDV m
IF(~ (J +1 l. NE. FRI»! m l XBASEl/AL=X8ASEVAL otffDX m
JF(FROfl(l+ll.NE.FRCJlt(lllYI41SEVlt.=VBASEVlt.otffDY(ll
COOTINIE
WRITE(£, 231 l
FORMAT(' 1 ,1,1,•-neooo:..ITE REFERENCED RECTAH6Ul.AA COORDINATE
& DATA - ALL STATI CtlS... •, I, fl
WRITE(£, 2251 ID(2Q), IDl20>, 1D(21! 1 1D(21l, IDm, JD(81,
IDl24l, ID12Sl, 1D(26l, JD(Z7>
FORMAT(' ''/,I' 2X. P.7. sx. P.7 ! I, 2X, AA, ax, AA, I, 2X, AA, ax, A2,
12X, 112.1ox. 112. BX. AO, 71, l!Ol
DO 108 1=1.Nll'm
JF(FROIHil.6T. Tom 160 TO 108
WRITE IC., 22£1 FROP: ill, Tom. HDX m. HDY m. XVALUE m. YYALUE ill
FDRMAH' •. F7. 3. sx, F7. 3. sx. Fe.:::. 4X, Ft.. ~:.'Ix, Fs. :::, Jx, Fs. 21

112
108

COIITINlE
WRITE tt.. 23())
230 FORMllT<• ',l,l,l,"6RAPH ALL OF. PART OF TIE ABOVE DATA
&", I. "USE TIE --EXA:T& SCALE OF YOUP. MAP. MATDl YOUR 6RAPH TD TIE KNOWN SURVEY ROUTE.
& FIND A" 1 /,"RELIABLE STATION AT AS 6REAT A DISTANCE AS POSSIBLE
&FRDr. TIE ORl6IN. DENOTE THIS STATION -fRS- llEASURE TIE X AND Y
&", I, "YAU.ES FRIJll A CONVENIENT fllAD !NOT 6RAPH
&l llAJDF. AXISt0,90,180,270) TO TIE
& HLNDRETH OF AN IND!. USING TAN A=A/B FIND TIE ANGLE B.."TWEEN", I,•
&THE AZll'IUTH THROUGH FRS 1Wr1 THIS MAJOR AXIS. ADD OF: SUBTRA:T THIS
& ~ TO FIND T1£ VAU.E ~LE- 11-!IDl IS TIE ~6LE IEASUP.ED", I
&, "FRor. ZERO - CLOCKWISE - TD AZIMUTH FRS. THIS IS A
& l!Af:' REFERENCED ANGLE - NOT A 6RAPH REFEREN:ED lrQ.E. •, I,
&"- ENTER T1£ FCUOWIN6 VALUES IN READ 15, lO'W, I,
&" - ANGLE... AS ABOVE". I,
g•- LATCOR... TIE VALUE IN FEET OF ONE DE6REE OF LATITUDE AT
l THIS LATITUDE. ',I.
&'- LOl-.':OP~ .. TIE VALLE IN FEET CF 01€ DE6REE CF LONGITUDE AT
& THIS LATITUDE',/,
t•- POE.. .. TIE FOP!Sl6HT POSITION II\ ARRAY TOmCF A STATIOI\ WHERE
& LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE AIE KN()ljl', I,
&"- ORILCll. .. LDNGITUDE IDECIMA:..lDF STATION USED FOR POS",I,
&'- ORILAT ... LATITUDE <DECIMA:..l OF STATI~' USED FOR POS'l
WRITE <t., 232>
232 FOf!llJlT!' ', •- FP.S. .. T1£ FOP!SI6HTtNOT BACKS16HTl POSITION
& II\ ARRAY TDm DF A STATI~\ WHIDl YOO ARE
& COlflDEl>'i IS LOC&lTED ACURATEl.Y ON YOUR 6RAPH. 'l
IFtCPTIDN.LT.O.Ol60 TO 15
READ!5,109l~6LE,LATCOR,LDN:OR,PO~.ORlLAi,ORlLDN,FP.S

109

FOR!f.AT IF8.4, FlCl.(.,Fl0.2, F4. (I, FS. 4, Ft.. 41 F4. Ol
PIE=3. 1416
TWOPIE~.Ot:i.1416
~6!..E~LE*C1.

0174533
REFDIR=REFDIRt0.0174533
1FIXVALUEtFRSl.6T.O.O.AND.YVALUEIFRSl.6T.O.OlFRSDIR=REFDIR
&-IAT~l (YV~ tFRSl /XVALUE tFRSl l l
IFtXVALUEtFRSl.LT.O.O.AND.~tFRSl.ST.O.OlFRSDIR=-1.0tt

&ATAN tYVALUE tFRSl /X~ tFRSl l l
IF !XIJALUE tFRSl. 61. (1. o. AND. YVALUE!FRSl. LT. O. OlFRSDIR=REFDIR
l-IATANtYVALUEIFRSl/XVALUEIFRSlll
IF tXVALUE tFRSl, LT.O.O. AND. YVALUE tFRSl .LT. O.OlFRSDIR=TWOME
&-<AT~IYVALUEtFP.Sl/XIJALLEIFRSlll

11(1

DO 110 1=1, NlJIB
IFIFIDHil.61. T01Ill60 TO 110
IF IXIJALUE Ill. ST. O. O.AND. YVALUWl. 6T. O.OlCOllPTllNll l=AT~
&IYVALUEIIl/XIJALUE!lll
IF IXIJALUElll. LT. O. O.AND. VVALUE Ill. 6T. O.OlCOl!PT~lll=PIE
&+ IATllN IYVALUE Ill /XVA!..UE Ill l l
IF IXVA!..UE Ill .Si .O. O. AND. YVALUEIIJ. Li. O. OlCOl!PT~II l=AT~
&<YVALUEIIl/XVALUEIIll
IF IXIJALUEIIl.LT. O. O. llID. YVALUEIIl .Li. O. OlCCK'T~IIl=<TWOPIE
HATllN IYVALUE Ill /XVALl.F. Ill l l l
FAN6LE=AN6LE+llREFDIR-fRSDIRl-ICOl'!PTANIIlll
HDX lll=SQRT I IXVALUEIIl tXVALUEIIl l+IYVALUEIIltYVALUEIIl l ltSIN
&IFANG!.El
HDY (I) =SQRT! IXVALUE m tXIJALUE m )+IYIJALUE m tYVALUE m ))•COS
&<FANGLEl
toh'TINUE
DO 111 !=P05,t.'\JME

113
LAT!ll=ORILA1+1 OIDY (1)-+!DY l~'OSl l /LATCORl
LCtlGU>=ORlLl}H OiDX (!)-+!DX (~·OSl l /LCl\:ORl
111 CONTINUE
IF <POS. EC.1. (l) 60 TO 7
DD 112 1=1, POS+l
J=POH
LAT <Jl=ORILAT+ ! IHDY (JHIDY CPOSl l /LATCORl
LCJNG(J) =ORILC»t- ! IHDX !Ji-+IDX<POSl l /LCtlCORl
112 COl-.'Tl NUE
7 WRITE<£,,240l
240 FORMAT!' ',I, I, "-FINAL LATITUDE & LONEITUDE WITH MA.t•
I REFERa...""EL RECTANGWlP. COOP.DINATE DATA- 11:.l. STATIOOS••• "l
WRITE lt.,227l IDl2(li, ID !2Bl, ID12'3l, ID !2t.l, ID !27l
227 FORMAT! I I • I. I • .:x. A7, 5X. ~. BX, AA, BX, Af.. 7X, !\&)
DD 113 1=1,NOO
IFCFDl!Il.GT.TD!Ill60 TO 113
WRITE!t..228lTO(l) ,LATiil' LONSm, HDX m, HDY!Il
113 COIITINLE
228 FORMAT(' ',Fi.::.,5l,F8.~.3l.F8.4.2X.F11.2 •.?l.,F11.2l
15 WRITE18.2..~I
229 FDRli'iATI' ',I,/, "TERMINATIQI; Di= OL/TPUT FILE' l
STCJ'

END
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~:IDEl.'T:P.ESDHO(ll,DAVIS S
l:SELECT:LIBRARY/SELIFORT
C
PROGRRl'l PRIN8EST
c 3/25/85
C
BY STEVEN A DAVIS

c
C
C

C
C:
C:
C:
C:

c:
c:
C
t
C

C
C
C

C

c:

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
c

c

C
C:
C:

c

PRINBEST WILL SEARCH !IN WJIOOol OF TIE BASE 6RilVITY DATA OF
ORE60t\ IV>lII WASHINGTU.\. THIS l<llNDOW IS IJEFital BY THE USER
AS Ill\ ACCEPTAELE CUTOFF ZON: Cl< EITHER SIDE OF HIS REGIONAL
LINE B!:Y[JID WHICH IE WILL NOT MIGRATE ~y STATIONS. SET LJ:•
ARBITRARY COORDINilTE llY.S WITH TIE ORIGIN WEST OF TIE IF-STERN
END OF YOUR REGI~ LINE.
FIND THE INTERSECT!~ OF YOOR RE6IOOA:. LINE l<l!TH TIE Y AXIS
AND ll:FINE TIE CUTOFF LI1ms WITH TWO y INTER:EPTS.
Tf€

FO~OWINi.i

SPECIFIC DATA IS

~=:!; •••

~.DEGLAT= 1".ILOliETERS PER DE6REE o~ LATITUDE Iii YOUR LATITUDE.
LATORG= LATITUDE OF TIE ORIGrn FROr'. WHICH BO.'£, BTWO AND
LOliOR6 A~ REFEP.ENCED. t f f THIS IS NOT TIE SllflE LllTORG
AS WILL APPEAR IN REGI~A:... OP. LOCAL...+
RE= RADIUS OF TIE EARTHIKMl
LONDRC..: LONGITUDE o= y AXIS CF COORDINATE svsm- AT TIE ORIGIN60NE= Y INTERCEPT OF NORTHERLY CUTOFF ZOI€. THIS ASSlJES LATOR6
IS TIEATED AS ZERO. IEX. LATORC.:45. 0 AND BOI€ IS 4~. 95 TIO
BOIE IS -. 05l
BTWD= AS B01€ ABOVE BIJ. IS SlllITIERL Y CUT0!-1' BOUNDARY.
Iii= S:..OFf OF THE ~G;.E Bma:i; TIE PERPENDIClI...AR TO YOUF. CHOOSEN
Lii€ OF LONGITUDEILONOR6l llND YOUR REG!~ LINE -IEASURED llT
TIE lt.'TEP.CEPT OF THE REGIONA:... L
IN::.
A:..Su- BE CERTll!t; TO CHAN5E :...nms IN TIE FIRST LOGICR. IF STATEJIENT.

A:.. THOUGH TIE PRESENT FORt: OF PRINBEST llAY HAVE Lll'IITATIONS
IT ~\ BE EASILY MODIFIED TO FIT SPECIFIC NEEDS. SUCH IEEDS
1'116HT BE NEGATIVE SLOPal LINES ETC. SOOD LUCK.

REA:. BONE, BTWD. r.. :. LATORG, L.ONORG, L.AT~ONG, I'll, Y, RE, Kl'IDEGLAT
~.DEGJIT=lll.14075

LATOR&=45.50
RE=t.37il. 4
LONOR6= 12Z. 7092
BONE -0. 0£!48138
BTWO=O. 0<145845
l'l=O.O
DO 30 J=1, 15214
READI05, 10lk,B,C,D, E, F, G,H. P,Q
1(1 FORMAT 12A't, F10. 4, F9. 41 Fa.2, F9. 2, FB.2, FS.2, F8. 2, Flt. 31
IF IC.ST .123. 7092.0R. C.LT.121.0000. OR.r.. ST .45. 6000. OR. D. LT.
l45.5CIOOl60 TO 30
D=~O. 0174533
LATOLON6=( !2t !3.1417t (flEt <COS (DJ l l l l /360. Ol /KMDEGL.RT
ii=D/O, 0174533
~O=ABSt ( ILONORD-CltLATDLONGltMl
Y=D-l..ATORG
Z=Y-MX
IF 12. ST. BON::. OF;. Z. LT. BTWOl 60 TC: 3(1

115
WRITE lot., 20)A. E, ::. D. E. F. 6. H.P. G
2(1 FORMATllH ,2A4, 5~. F1CI. 4. SX, F~. ~. SX, F8. 2, SX, FS. 2, 5~, F8. 2, SX,
1F8. 2. 5X. F8. 2, 5~. Fll. 3i
WRITE (IE., 25l A, B, C. D. E, F, 6, H, P, li
25 FORMATllH ,2A't, F!O. 4, FS. 4, FB.2, F9. 2,F8. 2,F8.2, F8. 2, Fil. 3l
30 eotmNUE
STOP

END

5:5El.ECT:LIBRARY/SEL/EXEC
S:LIMITS:S,,, 6K
S:MS02:READ ONi.. Y H0934 R=6RAV2
5:TAPE9:0!.T1DD,,H0934
5:FILE:lt.,,1~,NE~,US6SDATA

$: SYSOUT: OC., ORE

S:ENDJOB

116
C
C

PROGRAI': LOCA:.
BY STEVl'"-N fi DAVIS

c

3/20/85

C
C

THIS PR06RAl'i WILL PRO:....C'SS DATA FRQr. YOUR LOCA:. LINE. TH:: DATA IS
HANDLED II~ SUCH fi WAY AS TO PUT YOUR LOCA:. LINE Itl PERSPECTIVE
WITH YOUR REGI!JlfiL LINE. IT REQUIRES TH:: SAME SPECIFIC DATA
INPUT AS THE PROGRAI': RE6IONA:... IN EFFECT THE OUTPUT FR!t'. THIS PRDiiRAl'l
SHOU:..D BE ADDED TO THAT FRDr. Pi\OGRAr. P.EGIONlt. FOR INPUT lt.'TO ANY
0: THE 6RAVIn' PROGRAIG WHERE SUCH DATA IS REQUIRED.
OUTPUT WILL C!l~SIST OF ..
1--0RDE:RE!· INPUT 8Y LONGITUDE
2-~CU..ATED HORIZOt.'TA:.. D!STAtCES,
PROJE:TEii DIST~S ~ El.EVATI[)i
IN KILOIETERS.
SPECIFIC INPUT CON3ISTS OF ...
H<l'!DEGLAT=KILDIETERS PH D::6P.U: CF LATITUDE A7 YOUR LATITUDE
2-LATORG=LATITUDE o= BEGINrllNc o= P.EGIONIL LINE
:i-ANG:..E=THt: ANG:.£ i;::iwm, THE ~·t:R•·ENDlClLAF. TO YOUR
CH003EN LINE o= LONGITUDE(LON::lRGi ~· YOUF R::GIONA:..
LINE. 1'1EASUPE1 AT TH:: ORIGIN.
4-L()>l0RG=Tl€ LONGITUDE o= THE BEGINNING o= YOUR P.EGI()llt
LINE.
5-+:=Tlt NUf!IEER o:= LINES o= DATA rn DATA FILE.
fi DATA FILE l'IUS7 BE COOSTRUCTEI:1 WHICH JN:LUDES •••
J-STATIOtl NU'!Bcil
2-El.EYATI ON IN FEET
3-LONGITUDE
4-LATITUDE
SEE FORMAT#JO FOF SYNTAX

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C

C

c
c

C
C
C
C

c
C
C

C

C
C

C

c
c
c

REA:.. Y, X, HDST (4001, PRDJ (4001, DATA (4(1(J, 41. Kl'!DEG:..AT, LATO:..ON5, t:, ANG,
ANGLE, C. TEllPQ(400l, LONORG,LATORG, ~, IDP(400, 4l, RE
INTEGER FLAGO.N,K,FLAG
KJllDE~T=lll.14321

LATOR&=44.9130l
ANG:.E=3Z. 200936
LONOR&= 1':::.. 3031

-....

N -~')

10
89

RE=D37S. 4
DO 89 I=l,N
READ (21, lOl CDATA<I, Jl, J=I, 41
FORMAHF8.3,F6.2,F10.4,F7.4l
CONTINUE
DO 91 I=l.N
IF CFUIO. SE. !N-1 l l 60 TO 2

FUlC-=O
DO 9(1 K=l, N-1
IFIDATAU\,:3l.6E.DATA(K+l,3ll60 TO 1
DO et J=l.4
TEMP CK, J>=DATAIK, Jl
DATA CK. Ji=DATAIK+l, Jl
DATA(k+l, J>=T=.Jlll:•(K, Jl

88

romNtJE
GO TO 9C1
Fl.AG=FLA&+ 1

117
9(1

91
2

204

100

COIITINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE (2.;:, 2Clltl
FORMAT!' ',21,"0UTPIIT IF. ORliEP.ED DATf!-LCINGITUDE',1 1 /l
WRITE t22.201l
DO 10<1 l=l, N
WRlm2.::.200l !DATA(l,Jl,J=1,4l
CONT INUE
ANG;.E=ANGLEt{I, 0174ili
DO 67 I=l,N
DATA (l, 4l =DATA(l, 4>+0. (1174533
L.ATOLCH;= ! 12+ tl.1417• tR:•tCCE!DATA !I, 4l l l l l i /lf/J. Ol /KMDE6LAT
DATA(!, 4>=DATA(l, 4l /0. 0174533
X= !LOOORi:-DATA!I. 3) l+l..ATO:.ONii
Y=DATA (I, 4l-LATOR6
IF!Y.LT.O.Ol6C! TO 3
AN&=ATAIHY/Xl
FANGLE::AB5!AN~L.El

C=SllRT ( !XtD+ !Y*Yl l
PROJ !Ii= !C+ tSIIHFAN!Ul l) tKMDEG;.AT
HDSTtIJ=!C+!C:OSIFANGLE> l )*Ki'!DE6:...AT
IF ( !AN~~GLE>. LT.(;. Q)PROJ m=-1. (>tPROJ m
60 TO 87
3 Y=ABS(Y)

ANG=ATAN!Y/X)
FINiLE~+ANGLE

IF !FAN'"u;..L ST. l. 5fS0517>60 TO 67
C=SGRH OtXl+ !Y•Yl l
PP.OJ m= !-1. C>t (Ct !SIN!FAN6l..El l >).i\i'!D::r;:..AT
HOST (Ji= (Ct H:OS !FANGU: l l l *IOOJEG:..AT
Bi C:Ot.'TINIE
201 FORl"ltlT (' ', "STATIIJI', lOX. "ELE\'" .11X. "LOOS", llX, 'LAT'l
200 FORl"ltlT(l ',FE..::..5X,F10.4,5~.F1Ci.4,5X,FS.4l
DO 82 l=l.N
DATA(!. 2)= (!DATA tr, 2l ;:;, 2Bl /1000. 0)
82 CONTINI£
WRITE!22,206l
WRITE !22. 207>
206 FORl'IAH' ',/,I, I, 2>:, "OUTPUT - STATIONtl - HORIZONTR:.. DISTANCE
g FR~ BASE LINE BE:GJNNINii TO PROJECiIOll O? STAT!()!; - DISTAt\::E"l
207 FORl'ltlT!' 1 ,•o= STATJOOS PROJE:::TJON ~ NE6ATJVE PROJECTJOOS
&INDICATE STATIONS AP.:: BELOW RE6I[)il. LJNE",l,/l
Fl..A&=CI
DO 9D I=l,N
IFIFLA6.6E. IN-1ll60 TO 9
FLJIC.,:()

94

DO 95 K=l, N-1
IFIHDST1Ki.LE.HDSTIK+1l lGO TO 8
TEMPOIKl=HDST IKl
HDSTIKl=HDSTIK+ll
HDST IK+ll=TEl'IPOIKl
IDIPO !Kl =PROJ !Kl
PROJ IK>=PROJ (K+I l
PROJ IK+l l=TEMPOIKl
DO 94 J=l, 4
TEMPIK. Jl=DATAIK, Jl
DATAll:, Jl=DATAIK+l, Jl
DHTAIK+l, Jl =TErili=• !h. Jl
CONTINUE
60 TO 95

118

8

FLA6=FLA&+1
CONTINUE
96 CONTINUE
9 WP.ITE 122, 203!
DO 93 1=1,N
WRITE !22, 202lDATA!!, 1l, DATA !I, 2l, HDST !I l, PROJ m
9:i CCi.'TINUE
202 FORMAH 1 1 ,FE..Z.5X,F11.4.:iX,F!C1.~ 1 5X,F8.4l
20::. FDl!KriT (' 1 .1.1.1. •srnnat:", '3X, "ELEV <K~D ·,ex. "HDST<KM>"
& • 4X, "PROJ DIST<Kfll "l
95

STOP
END
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C
C

c
C:

C
C:
C:
C:

C

C
C:
C:
C:
C:

C
C
C
C
C

PROGRAI". REGIONAL
BY STEVEN A DAVIS
3/2(1/85
THIS PROSRAI". WIU. PRo:ESS OUTPUT FROll, PROSRAl'i -PRINBESTCJUTrui WILL WlSIS7 o;:..
!-ORDERED Il•'Plli BY LONGITUDE
2-LIKE OP.DEREI:· DATA NO DUP;.ICATES
HA;.C:Ui..ATEL HORIZONTA:.. DISTAN:E:S,
PROJESTED DIST~:ES AND ELEVATICJI
IN KILOMETERS.
SPE::IFIC INPUT C!lSISTS OF •••
1-IOOlE6:JlT =KILO!tlEP.S PER DEGREE o= LATITUDE AT YOUF: LATITUDE
2-LATORb--LRTITUDE o= BEGINtUNG OF REGIONA'.. LINE
:i-ANGLE=THE ~ B:TWEEN TH; PERPENDICU'.JIR TD YOUR
CHQ!JS8; LI~ o;: LONGITUDE (LCJ.IDRGi ~lr YOUR P.EGIONA:..
Lit£. IEASU?.ED AT THE ORIGIN o~ THE P.EGIONIL LINE.
HONOR&=THE L01.,ii!TUD:: OF THE BEGINNING [F YOUF. REGIONA:..
LINE.
~~THE NUMBER CF LINES o= DATA GENERATED BY PP.INBEST.
~ Y. X. HOST W.!Ol, r•ROJ !4001 .DATA<40G. !Ol, KJllDEG:JlT. LATCLON5, r., ANC,
~6LE. C, TEKPOU1(1(1j. LCJlORG, LATORc, r·, 'IDP (lj(l(l, !OJ' FDATA(l1(1(1, 1(1).
P.E
I tITEGER FLA50, FLA6A. N. 1:, FLAG
~..6LAT=111.14075

LATOR&=ii~.5445992
~:.E=O.O

LONOR6=12::.. 7(1'32
N=252
RE=037!i.4
Do es 1=1.11
READ(21.1Cil WATA(J, Jl, J=!, 10)
89 CIM'INLE
10 FORMAT (lX, 2A~. F!O. ~. FS. ~.Ff>. 2, F9. 2, FB. 2, FE.. 2. Ff.. 2, F11. 3)
DO 91 1=1.tl
IF !FLA5. GE. (h-ll 160 TO 2
FLllC..:(I
DO 9(1 K=l, N-1
JF(DATAff.. ::ll.6E.DATA(K+1,3ll60 TO 1
DO Be J=l, 10
TEMPU:, Jl=DATA(Y., Jl
DATAIK. Ji=DATAlK+l. Jl
DATAIK+l, Jl=TEl'IPIK, Jl
88 CIM'INUE
60 TO 90
1 FLAG=FUI&+1
90 c:ot.'TINUE
91 CIM'INIE
2 WRITE<22, 2(14)
2Cllt FORl'IATI' '.2Y., "OUTPUT CF OP.DEF.ED DATA-LONGITUDE-IN"..LUDIN6
&DUP;.ICATES",/,/)
WRITE (2';, 2(11)
DO 100 l=l.N
WRITE 12':. 20(1) <DATA(J, Jl, .1=1, 10l
l 00 CIM'I NUE
DO Oj l=l, 1(1
FDATA I1, I l =DATA (1, Il
83 COl.'TINU::

120
DO 86 1=1,N
IF IDATIHI, 3l. EC. DATIHl+l, 3l. IWO. DATA II, 4l .Ell. DATA(! +1 1 4) >60 TO 86
FLASA=FLAGA+ 1
DO 85 J=1, 1CJ

FDATIHFUIGA, J l =DATA II, J >
85 CONTINUE
86 C:Ot.'Tll'li
AN6LE=ANSLEtO. (1174SJJ
DO 87 1=1, FLAGA
FDATA( I, 4l =FDATA (I, 4> tO. 0174533
LATOLIJ«;=((2*(3.1417•1RE•lt:CIS(FDATA(J,4>>>>ll/360.0l/KJl'.DEGLAT
FDATAil, 4>=FDATA!I. 4) 10. (1174533
X=ILCNIR&-FDATA(J, 3> >•LATO:..DNG
Y=FDATA II, 4>-LATDR6
JF(Y.LT.0.0>60 TO 3
ANt,;=ATAN IY /Xl
FANGLE=ABS (ANM!NGLEJ
C=SliP.T WtX>+IYtY))
PROJ (J ): 1c.. (SIN (rANSLEl) i+KMDEGUIT
HDST (I l =!Ct !COS ff ANGLE> l l •YJl!liEG:..AT
IF ( IAN&-ANGl..EJ .LT. o. OlPRDJ lli=-1.0t'PROJ (J)
60 TO 67
3 'l=ABS(Y)
ANS=ATANIY/X)
FANGLE=ANC.+ANGL.E
IF!FAN6LE.6T. l.569Cf.i17>60 TO 87
C=SGRT ((XtX)+ (YtY)}
PROJm=H.Ci.(C;tlSIN!FANGLEl >>>•KMDEG:.JlT
HDST(ll=!Ct(t:QS!FANGLE>>ltKfl!DE6LAT
87 C:OtiTINUE
4 WP.ITEl2.2.2Cf.il
205 FORl"oAT!' •• I, 1, 1,zx, "ORDERED DATA - ND DLJ·:..ICATES". I, I)
WR!TE(2';, 201)
201 FORMAT!' •, "STATIDtl" .1ox, "LCH;", 1a, "LAT" .11x, "FAA". sx, "CI-A.::. 67",
& 6X, "t:BA2. 4:?", 5X. "ELEV!FT> •, 6X, "TCl2.67l •, 5X. "OB.: 6RAV">
DO 92 l=l, FUISA
WR!TE(2.2.200> !FDATA(!,J),J=1, 10l
9.2 CONTINUE
20(1
FORMAT I' ', 2A4. 5X, FlO. 4, 5X, FS. 4, 51, FE..~. SY., FS • .::, 5X, FE.•.;, 5X,
i FS. 2. SX. FE.. 2. SY., Fll. 3>
DO 82 1=1. FUlSA
FDATIHI. &l= ( (FDATA!l, 6> 1::.. 28> /1(1(1(1. Ol
82 t:IJIT!NtE
WRITE (2';, 206>
WRITE (2';, 207>
206 FORMAT!' ',l,l,l,2X,"lll1TPUT - STATICM - HORIZOO~ DISTANCE
i FRO'! BASE LINE BEGINNING TO PROJECTICt~ IF. STATION - DISTANCE">
207 FORMAT!' ' 1 "OF STATIONS PROJECTION - IE6ATIVE PROJECTIONS
& INDICATE STATIONS ARE BEL(l,j REGIDNA:.. LINE•, I, /l
FLA6=0
DO 96 I=l, FLA6A
IFIFLA6.6E. IFLAGA-1))60 TO 9
FLA6=0

DO 95 K= l, Fl.AGA-1
IFIHDST!Kl.LE.HDSTIK+lll6C TO 8
TEMPIHK> =HDST!Kl
HDSTIK> =HDST!K+ll
HOST IK+U=TEMPOIK>
TEMPO (Ki ~·ROJ !K>
~·ROJ <K>=PROJ IK+ll

121

94

PROJ(K+ll='TEMPO(Kl
DO 94 J=l, 10
TEMP W., J 1 =FDATA (K, Jl
FDATA(f., Jl=FDATA(K+1, Jl
FDATA (K+ 1, Jl =TEMP n;, Jl
CONTIN!E
6C TO 95

FLA6=FLA6+ 1
95 CO\'T INIE
90 CONTINUE
9 WRITE(2.::,203l
DD s:; l=l, FLAGA
WP.ITE(2.::,202iFDATA!I, ll, FDATA(l,2i, HDST(l), FDATR!l, Bl, PROJm
93 COOTINIE
202 FORl'IAT(' ',2AA, SX, F!O.~. 3X,F11.~. SX, FS. 4l
203 FORMAT(' ',/,I, I, "STATIOW, 9X, "HDST (KJl!l ', 6X. 'El.E\I (KJl!l'
.4X, ·~·ROJ lilSTO\l'll')
8

STOP

END
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1C
2C
3C
10C
20C
30C
40C
50C
60C
70C .

soc

so:
91C
92C
93C
94C

95C
.,..
9
D~

97C
98::
!OOC

110C
120:
l30C
140::
!50C
lfiOC

no:
180C
185:

190C
200C
210C
~JQC

230C
21+0:
2"'..0C
2DOC
270

FP.EENEW
KODIFm BY R. C. HENKa 5/85
MODIFJEii BY STEVEN A. DAVIS 8/85
FF.EE AIR GRAVITY FIT PRDGRAM
THIS ~·ROGRAft'. COPIPUTES TIE SRAVITATI~ ATIRA:TION A'.:ROSS TIE SURFACE
CF H P.E:CTAN!il COMPOSED o:: H Nlll'IBEF. CF ARBITRARILY SHAC•t:r• B'..OCKS.
THE TERRAIN 11'.AY BE Ih':LUDED ALCte THE Tor• OF TIE lir:CTAN6:..E.
THE ORIG!li CF TIE COOP.Dil~TE SYSID. IS n: THE UPPC:F. LEFi HAND
CORNER CF TIE RECTANSLE. Z IS POSITIVE DOWNWARDS. A:..L DISTANCES
ARE It; Kl'.. THE P.E:CTAN!il IS ORDINARILY EXTEND:! ABOJ":" 10:• Kr.
QI; EITHER SIDE OF TIE AREA o= INTEP.E:Si n; ORDE~ TO ELHlINATE EDGE EFFECTS.
TIE r.OD2. CrECr HAS NO SJGNIFJCAN:: WHEt: THE TOPOGRAPHY I: rn::..UD::L.
TrE O?SERVEJ:O FP~ AIF ANOl".A:. Y. ADJUSTED FOF TIE F.E:5IDNA:. 6RADIEN7 AND
TIE TERRA It: WJJ.;:it;: APPROPRIATE, IS COMPAP.ED TC THE Clt.CUl.ATEI TOT.
TIE COM~·ARI!ID'\ IS KADE BY EQUI:.JBRATINC TIE VEF.TICA:. SCA:.ESm l'ISA..Sl
FOP. OBSFAA ~TOT AT THE PROPER MATCH PDillT!1e. WHERE Tit ORIGIWL
BEST FIT WAS MAD£ B~w~t\ TH£ OBSERV::L At~ TH:: CA:.CUi..ATEI DATAl.
DOBSFAA IS TIE AMOUNT THAT TOT<ADJUSTEI FDF. TIE S:ALE CHANGEl JS GREATER
THAN !POSITIVE VA:.UESJ OF. LESS THAtWEEiATJVE VA:.UESl TIE O!'.SFAA RT M 6IVEN
CA:.CLUlTED ~'OJ NT.
om
COl'll'l:t.'1 CARD
20A4
6RHD1
FIRS: F.C:GIOtlil:.. GF.ADIENT
F1CI. 0
Flu. (1
6RHD2
5=::DND FiGIONA.. 6RA:l mn
GRADS
Flu.Cl
CHANGE It\ REGIONR.. GRADIENT
FlO. (1
SAM
CROSS SE::iIOr. NUl'!BC:R
l'I
TOTA:. NLl'IBCP. OF COl'lPUTED POINTS
15
N
TOTA:. NU!'!B::P. Cf B:..O:KS IN MODE:.
I5
F10.(1
PX
~ COORDINATE OC" CR:.CUl.ATCL POINT
PZ
Z COORDINATE CF CA..CULATED POINT
Fl0.0
OBSFAA
OBSE:R'.JED FREE RIF. AN~Y FOP CA..CWlTED POINT
F!O.O
RHO
K.DCr: DENSITY
F5.2
J
NUl'IBEF: o.:: CORNERS It\ £<L00i
IJ
ISA:.T
B:..OO-: NU!t!BER
I5
Fl0.(1
X COOP.DI NATE o:: B!..O:K CORNER
Fl0.(1
Z COOP.DINATE CF B:..o::I'. CORNER

2~.d

280
29ot901
300
310lt902
l.."Oll10(1
:i30il4f,9
340
350l?..5

300W4D8
361&
370
38(1

390
400i!l

~·ROG~

Dil":ENSll:tl PX C200l, PH200l, XC400l, ZC400l, TOT<2(1(1), TITC200l, DRCX C20l
,OBSFRAC200J,DOBSFllA!200l
READ CF!Z, 901J CDR:X CJl, J=l, 20l
FORl'liT t20A4l
WRITE t23, 9Ci2l CDR:X CJ), J=1, 2(1)
FORMAT <' 1', 20f+i+ll Ill
READ CZ2, 469l 6RAD1, 6RAD2, GRADS, SRADA, BRAD, GRADO, GRADB
FORMAT C7F10.0l
IF CSRADSl 255.~9S.255
WR! TE C~. 468l GRAD:, GRAD2, GRADS. GRADA, GRAD, GRADO. 6RHDB
FORMAT C' ', FlCI. 3,' =6Riilll', Flo. 3,' =6RAD2', FlO. 3,' =SRADS'
, F10. 3. ' = GRADR', Fl(:. 3, ' = SP.AD', Fl(!, 3,' =GRADO', F!O. 3,' =GRADE<' l
Pl=3. l415S27
ViT2=2. •PI
READ C22. 1l SAr.. Ir.. N
FORAAT CF10. o, 2!5J

123
410

420C721
43(111903
440t201

450&
460
470
480ll301
49(1
5001303
510
520

530t52
540
55(1

5wt2
57(1

SBOll304

590&
600
t.10ll305

620
630
640
650ll306

660i300
670
680
69(1

700
710
72(1

73(1
740
750ll5

760

no
nJl?..6
78Clf853
790#25.3
8001851
81(1

DD 721 J=l,M

COl.'TINUE
WRITE !23, 201 l SAA. l"i. N
FORMAT (1 I I FlO. 2, I CROSS SECTION ID NUKBER' I! I9, I POINTS AT
WHI°' GRAVITY IS TO~ COMPUTED'/,IS,2X,' 8l.OCKS IN ~'Ill/Ill
DO 52 1=1,M
READ !22.301> PX!ll ,P2'll ,OBSFAA(J)
FDRl'IAT !3F10. Ol
WRITE !2.:i. 303> PX(! l, PZ !Il. OBSFAiH Il
FDRl'IAT !' '. 3Fl(J. 4l
TIT!ll=V.
TOHI>=O.
COOil'{JE
DD 10i IN=l, N
PEID 1z;;.2J RHC.J. ISALT
FORMAT C~. 2, I3, I5l
WRITE Cz.:i. 3C"i l RHO. J. I SA:.T
FORl'IAT (' (!' Ft..2, I DENS:TY' I I7,' CORN:RS It> Id:::Y.• /I7, I KDCY.
NUMBE~ I II I )
WRITE C23, 305l
FORJllMT c• •, n., •>:', 9~, 'z• , 6x, • COORDINATES o= BLDCE CDRN::RS' >
DG 300 l=l.J
READ 122, Jou xm, zm
WRITE c2:. 306> x m. z m
FDIOO!T C' ', FlO. 3, Fl(;. 5l
COOINlE
t<=J+l
XCKi=XCll
ZCK>=ZUl
StJll=O.
DD 1(11 l=l, "1
DD 5 J=~,K
Z(Jl=Z W-PZ Cil
HJi=XW-PXCll
00\'TINLE
DO 122 J=l,K
IF (X(Jl) .?..:. ?.ii. 253
IF CZC Jl) 85.3. 851. 85.3
IF <X !Jl l z=..:, 4~. 53
60 TO 852
TH=O.
60 TO 498
IF CZ!Jll .?..Z. 861, 252
60 TO 854
IF CX !Jl l 251, 251, 863
TH=-11-PI
60 TD 498

820iSS.:
830ll?.i2
B4ot861
S5ot251
860
870l863 TH=().
880
60 TO 498
S90l851t TH=&ITANZ'. !Z (J) Ix (J))
900
60 TO 498
91~99
TH=PI*.5
92(1
IF !Z CJl l 250, 't9&, 498
921125(1 TH = -1 • TH
930t't98 IF CZ CJl l 501, 502, 502
940#501 TH=TH+PIT2
gsocso2 IF CJ-ll 10. 503, 1(1
9DOll503 THl=TH
970
60 TO 122
98(1#10
TH2=TH

124
990
1000
1(11(1
102(1
1030
1040C504
1050#505
106(1f506
1070#507
108Clf508
109(1#509
lloot51(1
I 1Hlf511
1120C512

1130
1140lll9
1!50#513
1160#514
1170
ll8Cli:22
119(1t5!5
12(10f516
1210
1220i25
1230ll2t.
1240
1250C517
12C.Ot518
1270&
128(1

1290
13Cl(lll27
1310
1;)2()1:520

133(lt519
1340&

1350
1360
1;)7(1
1380128
139(1

140(1#521
l410ll522
H20
l430ll29
1440
1450
1460
147(1

1480C30
1490
1500

L=.1-1
A=HJH!Ll
B=X (Ji-X(Ll
JJ=S
IF !X (L) l 505, 504, 505
JJ=l

IF (X( J)) 507, 506, 507
JJ=2
IF !Al 509, SOE., 509
JJ=3
IF !Bi 511, 51C:, 511
J.1=4
IF !THl-TH2l IS, 512, 19
S=O.
60 TO 102
IF !X!Lll 22.51:!..22
IF (Z(Lll 22. 5g, 22
S=v.
60 TO 102
IF (X(J)) 2:;, 515. 5
IF (Z(Jll 25, 51t.. 25
5--0.
60 TO 102
60 TO !2t.. 27, 2t.. 2S. 30i. JJ
Vt>=TH2-. 5•PI
IF !ABS(V61-P!l 518,518.517
Vt.=VC>-SISf.; (ViTZ, Y6l
S= (X (J)tX (Jl•Z !Ll I !A*A+X (Jl*X (Jl l Jt (VC,+(A/X (Jl lt (A!..Di5 (i\B5 \Z (LJ > l
-. StA!..OG!X !JltX (Ji+Z (J)tZ (Jl l l l
S!=S
60 TO 102
\/7=THI-. StPI
IF !ABS(\/7i-Pil 519. SIS, 520
\/7=V7-SI6N !PIT2, l/7l
S= !X (Ll tX !Ll•Z !Jl I !~A+X !UtX (Ll l >• (\/7-(A/X (L) lt (A!..06 !ABS (Z (J) l l
-. StA!..OG (X(LlfX !Ll +2 !LltZ !Ll l l l
S.."=S
S=-S
60 TO 102
Y&=*-THl
IF !ABS (VB>-PI l 522, 522, 521
V6=V&-SI6N !P!T2, Vol
S=Z (Ll•VB
60 TO 102
V=SQRT ( !Z !Jl tZ (J) +X !Jl*X !Jl l I (Z !UtZ !Ll+X (LltX (L) l l
Yl=Y
S=X (Ll tA!..06 ( !X !Ll /X (Jl l tVl
S3=S
60 TO 102
T=X <JHZ!JltB/Al
V=THJ-TH2
U=BtA/ !BtB+A*Al

1510
IF !ABS M-m 52~, 52i;, 523
1520C523 V=Y-SIGN !PIT2, VJ
1530f524 W= !A/E<H. StA!..06 ( <Z (Jl tZ (Jl +X (Jl tX (Jl l I <Z !U tZ (L) +X !U d !Ll l l
1540
S=Ttll+!V+Wl
155(1#102 Sllfll=SUl'l+S
156(1
THI=*
157(1#122 COtffltiUE
!58(1
DO 103 J=l,Y.

125
1590
lC.00
lC.1011103
16...'>Q
163(1
jf,4(1
165(1
1600
i670l:JCJ1
1680#106
169(1
1700
17Hit:10(1(1

z m =Z w +r·z m
X(J)=/.(Ji+PX(ll
CONTINUE
Dlt:=SUl'l• l ;:.. 346
TIHI1=T!Hll+DlJil

1753

60 TO 522

St)i\=S~RHOt!Z.:Y.t

TOT <Ii =TOi m +SLJl:
SIJ!',:().
CONTltllE
CONTINUE
DO 1(10(1 KT=2. M
TIT(Kii=TIT(KTi-TIT(ll
CONT l NUE
DD 633 I=l,I'!
mo
173(1
IF (PX m - 6RRIJS) 2~. 2"".A, 621
TOT (l I =TOT (I l +SUM-PX (l) tGRADl
174(lt254
175(1
60 TO ii22
175111:.21 !F(PX(ll - GRADi 701, 701, 702
l752t7(ll TOT(!) = TOHll + Sl.Jl'HiRADS•6RRDl - GRAD2t(PX(J1-6RRDSl
17:.4ii702 JF(PX(!i-6RRDBl7(1;), 70Z. 705
1755ii703 TOHJ1=TOT(l) +SUI'. - GRAD5l<GRRD1 - (GRAJ:·-6RADS1+GRAD2 - GRADA•
175t.&
(PX(J) - 6RR!ll
1757
60 TO t.22
1758#705 TOT (! i: TOT (I l +SlJOi-6RADS~RAD I - (6RAD-6RRD51 +6R~2-6RRDH+
1759&
(GRRDE--6R.iDi-6AADO+ (PX(J:-6RADOl
l i7(ljjt.22 SLJll:O.
: 780t t.33 CQt,'T INlE
179(1
TiHll=O.
1791
DO 634 l=:,M
DOB3~AA(ll=(T0T(li-E.51..0l-OBSFAA(Il
17S2
17931103/t romr.LE
180(1
WRITE (2Z,315l
18101315 FORl".:iT (' 1' '3X, 'PX'. B~. 'P!'. I a,' TOT'. BX,' TIT'. In. 'DOBSFAA' }
WRITE (23. 2(1(1) (PX(J) 'PZ (!). TOHJ). TIT m. Duts=AA m, l=l, Ml
1820
1B3Clll20(1 FORJl'.AT (' ',Ft.Z.Fl2.5,Fl2.2,F12.~,F12.2l
1850#999'3 STOP
1Bt.O
END

SNOI1VNIWH313Q NOilJ3HHOJ NIVHH31
NI aaso SNOI1J3S-SSOHJ
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TERRAIN CORRECTION VALUES
INTERSTATE LINE
STATION
NUMBER

TERRAIN
CORR ECMG ALS

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

0.12
0.35
0.44
0.57
0.67
0.77
0.88
1. 00
1. 10
1. 2 2
1. 34
1. 45
1. 55
1. 55
1. 55
1. 55
1. 55
1. 55
1. 55
1. 55
1. 68
1. 84
1. 97
2.15
2.29
2.44
2.58
2.72
2.82
2.93
3.05
3.17
3. 10
2.88
2.70
2.52
2. 16
2.16

STATION
NUMBER
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

TERRAIN
CORR ECMGALS
2.00
1. 88
1. 70

1. 73
1. 78
1. 82
1. 93
2.20
2.08
1. 99
1. 93
1.90
1. 87
1. 66
1. 4 7
1. 30
1. 12
1. 20
1. 26
1. 36
1. 45
1. 50
1. 63
1. 72
1. 80
1. 85
1. 91
1. 97
2.06
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m&RIWA llASHllliTl»I &lllYITY Lii£, STEVEN A IJAYIS, 11/21184

0 LllES TD IE PRINTED BY SllMllllTllE Pl.TRI

llD !DISTlllTS lliED TD Cll.ll.UllE TIEDRETICll &lllYITY

lER1¥11N OBSEIMD Tl£DRETICll ID&.ER FIEE AIR FREE AIR SllRE
aJRREC. alRIE. !MM.y 8Wl£R
SllAYITY
aJRREC. 6RAYITY
l&l.S l&l.S
l&l.S INM.Y
l&l.S
l&l.S
l&l.S
11611..S
-c?.60 -43.84
980622.00 980694.43 16.24 44.83
45. 72130 .000
-c?. 73 .... 3.68
980622. 38 980694.14 IS. 9!i 44.03
45. 71810 .000
-c?.20 ""4.11
980620. 13 CJ80694. 03 16.92 46.70
45. 71690 .000
-27.07 ""4.02
980620. II 980693. !J7 16.95 46. 7'9
45. 71620 .000
-c?.52 -43.82
CJ80621. 34 980693. 88 16.31 45.02
45. 71520 .000
-28.08 .... 3.35
980623. 33 980693. 58 IS.27 42.17
45. 71190 .000
-28.22 ""4.01
980621.50 980693.30 IS. 78 43.58
45. 70880 .000
-28.63 ""4.39
980620.87 980693.01 15. 76 43.52
45. 70560 .000
980620. 71 980692. 71 IS.68 43.28
-28. 73 ""4.40
45. 70230 .000
980620. 68 980692. 65 IS.61 43.09
-28.88 ""4.49
45. 70160 .000
-29.47 ""4.57
980621.48 980692.65 15.10 41. 70
45. 70160 .000
-30.62 ""4.94
980622. 49 980692. 65 14.32 39.54
45. 70160 .ooo
-32.42 -45. 71
45. 70160 .000
980623. 52 980692. 65 13.30 36. 72
-35.02 ....S.61
980628. 39 980692. 65 · IO. 59 29.24
45. 70160 .000
-35.15 ....S.58
45. 70130 .000
CJ80628.66 980692.62 10.44 28.82
-35.61 ....s. 70
980629. 04 980692. 51 10.09 27.85
45. 70000 .000
-35. 98 .... s.81
980629.17 980692. 50
9.83 27.14
45.69990 .000
-36.03 ..,.r.,31
CJ80628. II 980692. 52 lo.211 28.17
45. 70010 .000
-35.96 ....r..56
980627. 27 980692. 50 lo.60 29.27
45.69990 .ooo
980627. 94 980692. 46 10.10 27.89
-36.63 ....r.. 73
45.69950 .ooo
980628.69 980692.47
9.57 26.43
-17.35 ..,.r.,92
45.69960 .000
-38.36 ....7.18
8.82 24.36
45.69970 .000
980629. 76 980692. 48
-38.58 ....1.11
980629.55 980692.40
8. 7'9 24.27
45.69880 .000
-38. 78 ....7.40
980629. 76 980692. 33
8.61 23. 78
45.69800 .ooo
-38.83 -47.42
45.69690 .000
980629. 67 980692. 23
8.59 23.73
-38. 77 ....7.32
45.69550 .000
980629. 71 980692.10
8.56 23.62
-38.65 .... 7.18
45.69430 .000
980629. 80 980691. 99
8.53 23.54
-38.47 ..,.r.,94
980629. 94 980691. 81
8.48 23.41
45.69230 .ooo
-38.54 .... 7.13
45.69040 .000
980629.17 980691. 64
8.60 23. 73
-38.53 -47.22
45.68990 .ooo
980629. 07 980691. 59
8.69 23.99
45.68940 .000
-38.53 -47.23
980629. 01 980691. 55
8. 70 24.01
-38.54 ....7.24
45.68880 .000
980628. 92 980691. 50
8. 71 24.04
-38.48 ....7.22
8. 74 24.12
45.68820 .ooo
980628. 84 980691. 44
45.68770 .ooo
980628. 7'9 980691. 40
a. 73 24.11 -38.49 -47.23
45.68720 .000
-38.54 ....7.25
980628. 75 980691. 35
8. 72 24.06
45.68660 .000
980628. 59 980691. 30
-38.59 ....7.33
8. 73 24.11
45.68610 .ooo
980628. 51 980691. 25
-38.56 ....7.32
8. 76 24.18
-38.57 ....7.36
45.68550 .000
980628.17 980691. 20
8. 7'9 24.26
45.68490 .ooo
980628. 08 980691. 14
-38.66 ....7.50
8.84 24.41
45.68430 .ooo
-38. 73 ....7.57
980627. 96 980691. 09
8.84 24.40
45.68.180 .ooo
980627. 76 980691.04
-38.98 -47. 78
8.80 24.30
45.68320 .000
980627. 66 980690. 99
8. 78 24.25
-39.08 -47.86
4S.68260 .000
980627. 54 980690. 94
8. 75 24.17
-39.23 ....7.98
45.68200 .000
980627. 74 980690. 88
8. 74 24.12
-39.02 .... 7. 76
45.68150 .000
980627.80 980690.84
8.69 24.00
-39.04 -47. 73
45.68090 .000
CJ80627. 87 980690. 78
8.63 23.83
-39.09 ....1. 72
45.68040 .000
980627. 77 980690. 74
-39.23 -47.83
8.60 23. 73
45. 6796(1 ,()(l(l
980627.80 '!80690.67
8.5f. 23.£.4
-3'3. 22 -47. 79

STATl!Ji El.EYATl!Ji ELEYATll»I LATJTllJE
J&REES
ll£TERS
IUllER FEET

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

s.o
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
1:.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0
26.0
27.0
28.0
29.0
30.0
31.0
32.0
33.0
34.0
35.0
36.0

17.0
38.0
39.0
40.0
41.0
42.0
43.0
44.0
45.0
46.0
47.0
48.0

476.61
468.12
496.54
4!J7.43
478.65
446. 34
463.31
462.64
460.11
458.09
443.35
420.39
390.34
310.87
306.17
296.14
288. 59
301.66
311.21
296.54
281.03
258. 96
258.02
252.85
252.25
251.14
250.24
248.84
252.31
255.07
255.26
255.57
256.47
256.36
255.84
256.35
257.04
257.91
259.50
259.41
258.17
257.81
256. !J7
256.48
255.14
253.32
252.33
251.17

145.27
142.68
151.35
151.62
145. 89
136.65
141.22
141.01
140.24
139.63
135.13
128.13
118. 98
94. 75

93.38
90.26
87.96
91. 9!i
94.86
90.39
85.66
78.93
78.64

77.01
76.89
76.55
76.27

75.85
76.90
T7. 75
77.80
77.90
78.17
78.14
77.98
78.14
78.35
78.61
7'9.10
7'9.07
78. 75
78.:18
78.32
78.18

T7. 77
77.21
76.91
76.&2

aJRETE

8Wl£R
AICJR.Y
l&l.S
-43. 84
-43. 68
""4, 11
""4. 02
.... 3.82
-43. 35
""4.01
""4.39
""4. 40
""4. 49
""4. 57
""4.94
....s. 71
-45.61
....5. 58
....s. 70
-45. 81
....r.. 31
....r.. 56
....r.. 73
....r.. 92
....7.18
-47.17
....1. 40
....7.42
-47.32
....7.18
....r.. 94
....7.13
.... 7.22
-47.23
....7. 24
....7.22
....7. 23
....7.25
-47. 33
....7.32
....7.36
....7.50
.... 7.57
....1. 78
-47. 86
-4 7. 98
....7. 76
-47. 73
....1. 72
-47.83
-47. 7G

122. 45'\20
122. 45430
122. 45430
122. 45430
122.45430
122. 45430
122.45430
122.45430
122. 45430
122. 45'\20
122. 45750
122.46010
122. 46300
122.46760
122. 46840
122. 46920
122. 47030
122. 47220
122. 47400
122. 47820
122. 48160
122. 48370
122. 48500
122. 48710
122.48940
122.49090
122.49230
122. 49450
122. 49580
122.49680
122.4!J770
122. 49870
122.49970
122. 50060
122.50150
122. 50250
122.50350
122.50450
122.~

122.50650
122.50750
122. 50840
122. 50950
122.51050
122. 51150
122.51250
122.51350
122. 5!!'Wl
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49.0
50.0
51.0
52.0
53.0
55.0

sr..o
57.0
58.0
59.0
60.0
61.0
62.0
63.0
64.0
65.0
66.0
&7.0
68.0
69.0

250.93
245.69
237. gr.
235. 77
2ll.06
221.09
219.12
218.80
219.14
219.69
221.28
216.68
212. 74
209.08
208.01
207. 92
209.00
209.40
210.17
213.85

76.48
74.89
72.53
71.86
71.04
67.39
66. 79
66.69
66.79
66. gr.
67.45
66.04
64.84
63. 73
63.40
63.37
63. 70
63.83
64.06
65.18

45.67900
45.67810
45.67690
45.67610
45.67530
45.67330
45.67280
45.67290
45.67290
45.67290
45.67290
45.67240
45.67190
45.67130
45.67080
45.&7030
45.66'110
45.66920
45.66860
45.66780

980627. 82 980690. 61

8.55

23.60

.ooo

980626. 06 980690. 53

8.37

23.11

.000
.000
.000

980628. 85
980628. 40
980628.45
980329. 39
980629. 74
980630. 52
980631.24
980631. 78
980631. 48
980631. 93
980632. 42
980632.12
980633. 37
980633. 73
980634. 03
980634. ~
980634. 68
980634. 54

8.11
8.03

22.38
22.18
21.92
20.80
20.61
20. 58
20.61
20.66
20.81
20.38
20.01
19.67
19.57
19.5&
19.66
19.70
19.77
20.11

.000

.ooo

.000

.ooo

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

.ooo
.ooo
.000
.000
.000

980690. 42
980690. J5
980690.28
980690. 10
980690. 05
980690. 06
980690.06
980690. 06
980690. 06
980690. 02
980689. '11
980689. 92
980689. 87
980689. 83
980689. 77
980689. 73
980689. 67
980689. 60

7.94
7.53
7.47
7.45
7.47
7.48
7.54
7.38
7.25
7.12
7.09
7.08
7.12
7.13
7.16
7.29

-39.19 -47. 74
-39.34 -47. 71
-39.19 -47.30
-39. 77 -47.81
-39.91 -47.85
-339.91 -347 ...
-39. 70 -47.17
-38. gr. -46.41
-38.21 -45.67
-37.62 -45.10
-37.77 -45.31
--r!. 70 -45.09
--rl.54 -44. 79
--r!.43 -44.55
-36.94 -44.02
-36.54 -43.62
-36.08 -43. 20
-35.63 -42. 7&
-35.22 -42.38
-34. 9S -42.23

-47. 74
-47. 71
-47. 30
-47.81
-47.85
-347...
-47.17
-46. 41
-45. 67
-45.10
-45.31
-45. 09
-44. 79
-44. 55
-44. 02
-43. 62
-43. 20
-42. 76
-42. 38
-42. 23

122. 51600
122. 51670
122.51750
122.51790
122.51840
122.519£.0
122.52040
122. 52300
122. 52500
122. 52750
122.52960
122. 53200
122. 53400
122. 53640
122. 53820
122. 54040
122. 54260
122. 54480
122. 54690
122. 55020
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aJ6Rl84&WiRIFA FAIRVIEW & IllTERSTAlE 84 &MYITY LIIE STE\91 DAVIS 11/22184

0 LllES TO EE PRINTED BY !UUJTllE IURI

11..D CMTANTS lSED TO CllllllJllE TIEllRETIOl. &RAYITY

lERRAIN !mSEIMD TIEllRETIOl. Bllll.ER FREE AIR FREE AIR S!llU
CORREC. CORREt. INIR.Y BWilER
SRAYITY
CORIE. SRAYITY
l&l.S INIR.Y
ll6ll.S IBl.S
ll6ll.S
IBl.S
ll6ll.S
ll6ll.S
-39.22 -40.64
1.42
3.91
980635.18 980678.32
45. 54280 .000
-38.94 -40.42
4.06
980635. Jl 980678. 33
1.48
45. 54290 .000
-38.46 -40.19
I. 73
4.77
9806JS. IO 980678. 34
45.54300 .000
-38.06 -4-0. 33
2.26
b.23
980634. 04 980678. 34
45.54J10 .000
-37.81 -40.41
2.60
7.18
45.54270 .000
980633. 32 980678. JI
e. 74 -37.60 -40. 77
3.16
980631. 69 980678. OJ
45.53960 .000
-37.89 -40.72
7.82
9806J2. 39 980678.10
2.83
45.54040 .000
-38.16 -40. 78
980632. 77 980678.16
2.62
7.23
45.54110 .000
-38.53 -40.82
b.30
980633. 40 980678. 24
2.28
45.54190 .ooo
S.47
-38.96 -40.94
980633. 84 980678. 27
1.98
45.54230 .000
-39. IJ -40.80
980634. 58 980678. Jl
l.67
4.60
45.54270 .000
-39.47 -4-0. 81
980635. 18 980678. 34
1.34
3.69
4S.54J10 .000
-39.49 -40.63
980635. 78 980678.42
1.14
J.15
45.54390 .000
-39. 7J -40.91
980635. 44 980678. 4J
l.18
J.26
45.54400 .000
-39.70 -41.06
980634. 96 980678. 45
1.37
J. 7'J
45.54430 .000
l.47
4.07
-39.73 -41.21
980634. 66 980678. 46
45.54440 .000
-39. 65 -41.19
45,54430 .000
980634. 56 980678. 45
1.54
4.24
-39. 76 -41.33
980634. 36 980678. 47
1.58
4.35
45. 544SO .000
4.24
-39.78 -41.JI
45.54450 .000
980634. 45 9806 78.47
1.54
-39. 74 -41.27
980634. 51 980678. 48
1.53
4.23
45.54460 .ooo
-39.55 -41.06
980634. 71 980678. 49
4.23
45.54470 .000
1.53
-39.69 -4l.2J
45.54470 .000
980634. 54 980678. 49
1.54
4.26
-39.65 -41.27
4.48
45.54480 .000
980634. 37 980678. 50
1.62
980634. 19 91!(1678. so
-39.52 -41.25
45.54480 .ooo
1. 73
4. 7'J
-39.54 -41.30
45.54490 .ooo
980634. 09 980678. 51
1. 77
4.88
-39.67 -41.36
45. 54480 .ooo
980634.16 980678. 50
1.69
4.67
45.54480 .ooo
980634. 12 980678. 50
-40.02 -41.60
1.58
4.36
45.54470 .000
980634.18 9e0678. 49
1.52
4.20
-40.11 -41.63
-40.85 -42.36
45.54440 .ooo
980633. 45 980678. 46
1.51
4.16
45.54430 .000
980633. 45 980678. 45
1.51
4.17
-40.83 -42.34
980633. 48 980678. 45
45.54430 .000
1.51
4.16
-40.82 -42.32
45. 54420 .000
980633. 34 980678. 44
1.49
4.11
-4-0. 99 -42.48
45.54410 .000
980633.29 980678.44
4.04
-41.10 -42.57
1.46
45.54400 .000
980633. 81 9e0678. 43
-40.87 -42.22
1.36
3. 75
4S.54J90 .000
980633.64 980678.42
1.46
4.03
-40. 75 -42.21
4S.54JIO .000
980633. 39 980678. 41
1.46
-41.00 -42. 46
4.02
4S.54J70 .ooo
980633. 29 9e0678. 40
-41.09 -42.55
1.46
4.02
45.54370 .000
980633. 06 980678. 4(1
1.45
4.00
-41.34 -42. 7'J
45.54360 .000
980633. 02 980678. 39
1.43
3.94
-41.4J -42.86
45.54350 .000
980633. 08 980678. 38
1.43
3.94
-41.36 -42. 7'J
45.54340 .000
980633. 09 980678. 37
1.40
3.87
-41.41 -42.81
45.54330 .ooo
980633.15 980678. 36
1.39
3.85
-41.37 -42. 76
45.54320 .000
980633. 25 980676. 35
1.39
3.84
-41.27 -42.66
4S.54J10 .000
-41.12 -42. 50
980633. 41 980676. 34
1.38
J.82
45.54300 .ooo
980633. 50 980678. 34
l.43
-4-0. 89 -42.32
J.95
45.54290 .ooo
980633. 52 980678. 33
l.44
3.97
-40.84 -42.28
45.54280 .000
980633. 58 91!(167&. 32
1.44
3.97
-40. 77 -42.21

STATl[J.I a.EYATll»i a.EYATll* LATll\IE
llE6REES
IUIBER FEET
IETERS

94.0
95.0
96.0
97.0
98.0
101.
102.
103.
104.
.060
.070
.080
.090
2.0
3.00
4.0
5.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0

u•. o

17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0
2b.O
Z7.0
28.0
29.0
30.0
Jl.O
32.0
33.0
34.0
35.0
36.0

41.61
43.34
so. 76
66.23
7b.37
9C.87
83.14
7b.91
67.02
58.16
48.88
39.26
33.47
34.65
40.28
43.26
45.10
46.30
45.11
44.98
45.00
45.30
47.65
S0.90
51.90
49.67
46.37
44.60
44.23
44.35
44.18
43. 71
42.98
39.87
42.83
42. 72
42. 72
42.50
41.89
41.87
41.17
40.89
40.80
40.58
41.95
42.19
42.17

l~.68

13.21
15.47
2<1.19
23.28
26.JI
25.34
23.44
20.4J
17. 73
14.90
11.97
10.20
10.56
12.28
13.19
13. 75
14.11
13. 75
lJ. 71
13. 72
13.81
14.52
15.51
15.82
15.14
14.13
13.59
13.48

13.52
13.47
13.32
13.10
12.15
13.05
13.02
13.02
12.95
12. 77
12. 76
12.55
12.46
12.44
12.37
12. 7'J
12.86
12.85

CIJlll.ETE
BWilER
INIR.Y
ll6ll.S
-40. 64
-40. 42
-40.19
-4-0. 33
-40. 41
-40. 77
-40. 72
-40. 78
-40.82
-40. 94
-40, 80
-40. 81
-40.63
-40.91
-41.06
-41.21
-41.19
-41.33
-41.JI
-41.27
-41. 08
-41. 23
-41.27
-41.25
-41.30
-41. 36
-41.60
-41. 63
-42. 36
-42.34
-42.32
-42. 48
-42. 57
-42. 22
-42. 21
-42. 46
-42. 55
-42. 7'J
-42. 86
-42. 79
-42. 81
-42. 76
-42. 66
-42. so
-42.32
-42. 28
-42.21

122. 42850
122. 42610
122.42410
122. 42080
122. 41700
122. 41680
122.41480
122.41270
122.41060
122. 40970
122. 40860
122. 40750
122.40570
122.40370
122.40270
122.40170
122.400.10
122. 39780
122.3'3670
122.39540
122. 39420
122. 39300
122.39170
122.39030
122.38900
122. 38770
122.J86SO
122. 38540
122. 38160
122.38030
122.ffllO
122. 37790
122. 37670
122. 37550
122. 37430
455. 37300
122. 37180
122. 37050
122. 36920
122. 36790
122. 36660
122. 36530
122. 36410
122. 36280
122.36150
122. 36020
122.35890
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l7.0

42.09

3i.O

42.oe

39.0
40.0
41.0
42.0
43.0
44.0
45.0
46.0
47.0
48.0
49.0
50.0
Sl.O
52.0
53.0
54.0
55.0
56.0
57.0
58.0
59.0
60.0
61.0
62.0
63.0
64.0
65.0
66.0
67.0
68.0
69.0
71.0
72.0
73.0
74.0
75.0
76.0
77.0
78.0
7'3.0
80.0
81.0
12.0
83.0
85.0
86.0
87.0
88.0
89.0
90.0
91.0

41. 71
41.71
42.29
42.21
42.26
41.48
42.45
42.63
42.llO
43.58
43.68
42.81
41.88
41.69
41.62
41.64
42.19
42.53
42.42
42.11
42.38
42.46
42.50
42.l7
42. SI
43.31
43.65
43.48
43.47
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